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BUSY DAY FOR

STATEHOOD BILL
LEGISLATURE
SURE OF PASSAGE

01 IHE TRAIL
OF II NORMAL

SCHOOL

The Citizens of Nara Visa Bent on
Being SuccessfulSend Delegation
of Real Live Boosters.

duties
That the town of Nara Visa is wide- themselves for the every-da; of life, and hundreds
any-attend such a
to
let
awake1 and doesn't intend
t
ihlng slip by, that can possibly be of school where one takes up a
to it, is strongly evidenced ity course.
:
At present the north part of the
by the strenuous efforts being put
is well provided for by the
who
arelritory
her
representatives
by
liere demanding that the leg slature- school at lias Vegas, the southwestern
Norpart by the school at Silver City,
yield to Nara Visa's desires for a
while the southeastern part is provid
irul school. At the head or me
and tenacious bunch of boos- ed for by the military school at
ters is Willard S. Belknap. As a leader he is there with the goods, backed Almost the whole dry farming secwith a spirit of determination that tion of the territory is situated along
In- the Rock Island lines In the northeast
augurs well for his home town.
after
ho
is
part of the territory. This section is
going
comparably intrepid,
the establishment of a Normal school settled by industrious farmers from
"tooth and toe nail," and it certainly the north and east. There id no school
will not be any fault of his, if, upon that is at all accessible to this section.
liis return, Nara Visa is not authoriz- One can more easily and more quickly
ed to proceed with the construction reach Kansas City from our section
institution. If of the country than he can travel to
of the
labor Las Vegas or Silver City.
incessant
and
untiring zeal
Nara Visa is the most favorable locount for aught, then the fight is alcation
for a normal school for the reaa
to
request
ready won. In response
Mexison
New
that
it Is on the main line of the
tJie
of
of a representative
follow- Rock Island, and about midway north
the
supplied
Mr.
Belknap
can,
and south and could be more easily
ing Information:
reached by more people in northeastsentiment
the
is
We understand it
ern New Mexico than any other town.
of the members of the legislature that
Further than this, Nara Visa is an
the
of
the institutions of learning
in a cen- ideal normal school town; the interbe
should
grouped
territory
this ests of this section being farming. We
trally located city. However true
as
the lack that element of floating populasuch
institutions
to
may be as
tion so detrimental to a normal school.
Agricuof
Mines',
School
University,
Nara Visa is a town of 800 popuaticti
should
reverse
ltural College, etc., the
and is surrounded by many miles of
These
schools.
Normal
the
of
be true
well settled farming country. The folschools shoud be located where they
The
lowing towns are in the country tributo
the
people.
are easy of access
school is the college of the tary to Nara Visa: Centerville, Emthe
Amistad,'
where
berson,
Heyden,
lone,
Cone,
of
great middle class people,
our people prepare jMineosa, Aiemego and Obar
gi'reat majority of
y

Univers-benefi-

ter-fort- h

nt

Ros-wel- l.

much-desire- d

House In Throes of Debate Council
Passes Bill Making February 12
Legal Holiday.

of

The New Mexican is in receipt
the following special (lis

MET ILL

NO, '294
15

DEDIGATEO

AMID MUCH

patch:

ENTHUSIASM

Washington, I). C, Jan. 25.
New Mexican, Santa Fe, N. M.
COUNCIL.
The House committee on terri- Monday Afternoon.
At 2:20 i). m. President Spiess
tories is correcting a few minor
in the statehood bills. A
called the Council to order.
details
Every
full committee
member was present except Catron.
report will be
By a vole of (i to 2, the reading of the V made in a few days, and it is
minutes was dispensed with.
predicted the bills will pass the
House unanimously.
Council petition No. 2, against
Cardinal
Gibbons' pronouncement against
county division, from Quay county,
the Maryland Democratic dlsfran- was referred to the committee
on
Amidst a great gathering of prom- held in Chicago last July. "It is a
ohisement amendment is causing
counties and county lines.
inent
men from all parts of the terri- source of regret to me," said the govCouncil petition No. 3, from Quay V a great sensation and means the X
the dedication of Rodney'hall at ernor, "that the
tory,
of
Senator
retirement
territory is unable to
Rayner,
county, protesting against the herd
of New Mexico was assist the various institutions of New
X the University
Democrat, of Maryland.
law, was referred to the committee on
S completed. The affair was an impor- Mexico in a more substantial way
agriculture. The following joint resotant one in the history of the terri- financially, but the day is not far dis- lution was introduced by Prince:
tory. Addresses were made by a num- tant when all of them will be gener
Council Joint Resolution No. 8.
INCORRIGIBLES
ber of able men including Governor ously cared for." During the course
Whereas, The twelfth day of FebruGeorge
of his speech, the governor referred
ATTACK PRIEST When Curry.
ary, 1909, is the one hundredth annito the admission of New Mexico to
to
rose
he
the
governor
speak
versary of the birth of Abraham Lina
was
ovation
the
j the
Union, and his remarks on this
by
given
rousing
coln; and
Set of Ruffians Throw Stones and
audience. He said that he felt highly j subject were the signal for an out
Whereas, It fs eminently
Use Vile Language.
proper
honored to be a guest of the Univer- burst of enthusiastic applause. "The
that the centennial of the birth of so
sity on such an occasion; that he had admission of the territory is now only
a
man
and
should be suitgreat
good
Ajbuguerque, Jan. 2o. On Saturday
dropped his work in the capital to at- a Question of time," he said, "and if
ably observed; therefore
Father J. Tomasslni, the aged tend the dedication, but that he was the bill does not pass at this session
evening
Resolved (if the House of Represenpastor of the Sacret Heart church, very glad he was able to be present of Congress, it will pass without fail
tatives concur) That the twelfth day was stoned and otherwise
disrespect- and assist in the exercises. Governor at the next session."
He declared
'
of February, 909, be, and it is hereby
fully and outrageously treated by a Curry paid a high compliment
to that with the admission of the terrideclared to be, a public and legal holi- band of
boys. The
his untiring work tory to the Union, the financial stringday in the territory of New Mexico; latter were engaged in blisterous play Judge Rodney for
of New Mex- ency which some times inevitably afof
on
behalf
the
territory
and further,
In he immediate vicinity of the church
was due to fects the territorial institutions under
it
ico
declared
and
that
of
That
New
the people
Resolved,
anfl were disturbing the worshipers
than those he territorial form of government,
more
Mr.
efforts,
Rodney's
Mexico be requested to observe said within the church by their shouts
favor- would be a thing of the past. As the
the
man
of
that
ether
plank
any
day with such ceremonies and exen anl utterly ibscene language. FathMexico
as a governor concluded his speech he was
of
admission
New
ing the
cises as are appropriate on such an er
jTomassini, who is 85 years old state was inserted ill the republican given another rousing volley of ap- anniversary, and will increase the went outside to remonstrate and
platform at the national convention plause.
spirit of patriotism and love of our
upon having quiet. The result
country and its institutions.
was a tirade of abusive language, folThe resolution was in response to a lowed by the throwing of stones at
WALKING DELEGATE
communication from Governor Curry the1 venerable prelate.
The 'matter SIX DEAD AND
to President Spiess, urging legislation has. aroused geenral indignation and
CAUSES SHUT-DOW- N
TWO INJURED
to declare February 12, 1909, the hun- the 'authorities will be called upon to
dredth anniversary of the birth of. punish the ocenders, who have been As Result of
Steamship Collision One Four Largest Copper Mines Tied Up
Lincoln, a legal holiday. The resolu- guilty also of constant previous disas Result.
Vessel Sinks.
tion passed unanimously.
turbances.
Bills were introduced as follows:
El Paso, Tex., Jan. 2.". Taking umNew York, Jan. 25. The White Star
Normal School,
at the objection ihi.i actions of
brage
FREE
WITH
liner Baltic bearing 1,650 passengers )
Council bill No. 15, by Mechem, an
walking delegate, the controlling inact providing for the erection of a
EVERY LICENSE from the stranded ship, the Republic, terests of the four largest copper
and from the Florida, which were in mines in Arizona closed down their
Normal school at Naravisa, Quay
collision
Saturday, reached the quar- properties yesterday, as did also sevcitThe
bill
county.
provides that the
Nature's Laws to Be Furnished to antine section
at 1:29 a. m. today. eral smaller mines. The tie-uizens of Naravisa must donate the
now
Young Married Couples. '
The
steamer
in tow of a liner confined to Globe and Morencl
Florida,
necessary ground and must erect a
may
from New York, was sighted off Am- soon become
building to cost at least $10,000 before
general.
Los
Cal., Jan. 25 "Be it1 brose Island lightship at 11:47 a. m.
the territory will appropriate any resolvedAngeles,
The properties so far affected are
the'
of
by
the Six dead and two injured is apparentLegislature
the 0!d Dominion and the Globe Conmoney or authorize the issue of any state of California:
The State Board ly the sum total of the casualties as a
bonds for the schools, which is to be
solidated
Copper company's workings,
inshall issue
of
result of 'the collision. The Republic the Miami and the Superior and Bosmile northwest of af,Jealthl
located one-hal- f
structions
the
physiologi?
regarding
sunk and will either be a total loss ton.
Naravisa.
cal laws of nature which covern mir- - or
very heavily damaged.
A watchman ejected Walking Dele--'
Council bill No. 19, by Prince, an ents.
Copy of the said book of in-Officers and Crew Transferred.
act to mend Chapter 124, of the SesAlbert Wills from the property
gate
structions shall be given free of
of the first named company, the delesion Ljws of 1905, on public highways.
of
Menasa
Martha's
Island
Bright,
charge, with each marriage license.
not being provided with a pass.
The bill provides that in place of three
lhis is a rough draft of what Mrs. Vineyard, Jan. 25. Captain Sealby gate
He returned and was again forced to
road districts in each county, the Hester T.
crew
of
of
the
members
the
and
fifty
Griffith, a prominent temleave the premises. While the cause
board of county commissioners shall
perance
worker, and the members of Republic were transferred to the Sen- of the
decide the number of road districts the local W. C. T.
closing has not yet been assignoff
eca
Haven
from
lightship
Vineyard
U., call an educaed, the notices were posted shortly afand shall also have the power to re- tional
Gresham
revenue
cutter
this
the
marriage reform bill and thev
ter Wills was ejected and no other
move road overseers for cause.
are working to get the bill through morning, and an hour later the Senreason is known. Other mines folAbsence Cause for Vacancy.
York.
New
eca
left
for
Captain
the next legislature.
j
lowed
the Old Dominion, and a genCouncil bill No. 13, by Mechem, an
Mrs. Griffith is
of the Gresham says that the Republic sank eral
down is said to be imclosing
act to amend Section 088, Compiled southern California president
of
south
east
the Nantucket Lightby
W. C. T. U.
minent.
Laws of 1897, relative to vacancies
ship, in about forty fathoms of water.
that may occur in boards of county
None of the officers or crew were inFILES BANKRUPTCY PLEA.
commissioners, making absence from
jured. Gresham after transferring the RIVER BANK
the county for ninety consecutive days
Jan. 25. Former State Republic's crew, started for Wood
Boston,
AFFORDS MASTERY
cause for declaring a vacancy.
Treasurer E. P. Shaw, of Newbury-port- , Hole.
Council bill No. 14, by Mechem, an
Hit With Iron Spike.
a financier, filed a voluntary
Presumed That Insane Person Comact providing for proceedings supplewas a development late this j
liabiliwith
There
petition
bankruptcy
mitted Suicide.
today,
to
execution.
mentary
ties over a million and assets less than afternoon from the information of the
Council bill No. 16, by Mechem, an
three
; collision
between the Republic and
act for the protection of the several nal hundred thousand. The princi-Chicago, Jan., 25 The finiding of an
liabilties
are
said
he
Florida
in
to
pn
the effect the quartermas- overcoat, some
counties and regulating the business
currency, a silver
paper of the J. .F Shaw company (in-- ' ter on the Florida was ordered by the watch, an incomplete
of abstracting.
telegram and a
to nearly commander, when the collision threat-- '
amounting
Council bill No. 17, by Mechem, an corporated)
Sunday school leaflet on the bank of
seven hundred thousand.
ened is said to put the wheel to the the
act to regulate the sale by single
Chicago river, furnished the po-- '
starboard.
Denied
Instead he put the wheel lice a
transaction of mercantile stocks or estragic mystery to solve. The
Washington, Jan. 25. The petition to port and the Florida rammed money was otrn into small bits and
tablishment.
of the Chicago and Alton Railroad for the Republic. According to the same scattered about.
It is thought it will
Council bill No. 18, by McBee, an
a
of the case of the com- account the captain of the Florida total $40. The
act to fix additional grounds and
telegram read as foltwo of its officers, who are picked up an iron spike and dea't lows: "Leave
for Prescott. Uncauses for divorce and annulment of pany and
today
subject to a fine of sixty thousand the quartermaster a blow over the derstand everything. Wonderful revmarriage.
dollars for granting rebates to Kan- head at the moment of the impact. elations." 'The
A communication
from Governor
police theory is that
sas City Packers, was today denied by The quartermaster was badly hurt.
the articles were the property of some
Curry announced that he had signed the
supreme court of the United
insane person who committed suicide
Council Joint Resolution No. 1 to ConStates.
by jumping into the river.
Council
for
and
HER
CATCHES
ANOl
gress
statehood,
No. 2, directing Territorial
JUDGE REFUSES FARMERS' PLEA
WITH HIS WIFE
AGREEMENT REACHED.
Secretary Jaffa to transmit the memJan. 25. An agreeorial to Congress by telegraph.
Washington,
Helena, Mont., Jan. 25. United Fight Follows and Suspender Saves ment has been reached between SecTerritorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
Home Defender From Death
informed the Council that he had com- States Judge Hunt today handed
retary Root and the British and Castr decision
down
in
By a Bullet.
the
nadian and New Foundland govern-mert- s
plied with the above resolution.
smoke case In which he denies the
through their representatives,
Appropriation Needed.
of farmers for the closing
Raton, New 'Mexico, January 25.
application
on the New Foundland fisheries boun-6-uA message, No. 3, from Governor
of the wash smelter at Anaconda. No
Entering his home and discovering
question, to be submitted to The
Curry, conveyed a communication
with hi.1
man in company
another
were
them
awarded
their
for
I'ague court for arbitration.
from the capitol improvement board, damages
The agreement reached early this
property. A further wife, Tomas Codova of Chuhuahua,
asking that each House appoint a alleged injured
will
dis- the Mexican part of town, became fu- morning followed a
on
be
had
the
hearing
alleged
to
act
to
of
protracted confercommittee
jointly,
three,
his gun, ence Sunday night.
consider the need of additional appro- semination of arsenic fumes and if riously enraged and, drawing
this is proved, it will be stopped by fired upon the invader. Charles Burch,
The fisheries dispute has been the
priation for the completion of the ex- the
the culprit, returned the fire at once, subject of diplomatic negotiations and
company.
ecutive mansion and addition to the
and had it not been for a suspender treaties for many years. In deciding
capitol in accordance with the plans
' buckle one of his bullets would have the controversal points The Hague
UNCOUPLE
- from
CARS
Also
a
of the architect.
telegramLater Burch Tribunal will have to pass on importTHREE MINERS KILLED ended Cordova's life.
Arthur Seligman, recommending the
was found and arrested, but released ant questions as to whether state or
expenditure of $9,000 for furnishings
'
on $1,000 bail.
colonial laws or regulations may inGovernor
Chamberland, Md., Jan.. 25, Two
of the executive mansion.
ESCAPE.
ATTEMPT
PRISONERS
with the terms of. the treaty.
terfere
Curry in his message considered this cars, loaded with miners, while asin the county jail suc- The latter question has confronted
Prisoners
the
that
the
at
at
too
coal
mine
sum
the
cending
plane
large and suggested
ceeded In cutting through the bars and the administration in a most perplexexecutive furnish the linen, china and Piedmont, W. Va., today became unwere upon the point of making good j ing way in the Japanese school quesmeswith
the
coupled and dashed down the incline,
silver. In conformance
their'escape when discovered by the tion and threatens to become an imsage, President . Spiess appointed crashing into other cars at the bottimely appearance of the sheriff. The portant factor in case the bi'ls now
Prince, Navarro and McBee on the tom. Three miners were killed out- men were
immediately lockd in other i pending before the California legislacommittee to confer with a similar right and several others injured, two
and
cells
the
opening that was made ture, affecting Japanese, become laws.
committee from the House, appointed of whom may die.
was
repaired.
by Speaker Mtera, viz.: Messrs. Baca,
CAYENNE PEPPER
and
Roberts
DISTRICT ATTORNEY TO SUE.
Gallegos.
USED BY THE POLICE
SON OF ROYAUTY UNDER ARREST
Fire Law. ;
25 After an all night
St.
Jan.
Louis,
A message was read from Governor
Albuquerque, Jan. 25. District At- .Mexico, Mo., Jan. 25. Lyle F.
the
by
siege
police,
during which
Curry enclosing a communication from torney F. W. Clancy said yesterday
under arrest here over a week cayenne pepper was blown through
that
Chief Forester Pinchot, asking
that he expected to file a complaint on a charge of forgery, admitted to- the
key holes and the chimneys stopthe legislature pass a fire law. Gov- Monday or Tuesday, for. the county day that he is the son of John Campped
up In an effort to drive them out,
ernor Curry informed the Council that commissioners of Bernalillo county bell Gordon, Earl of Aberdeen, and
merabefs
of the Belmont
thirteen
he would have recommended this in asking for the recovery of some eight a British peer. Leland first said he Pleasure club surrendered this mornhis message' had he received Mr.
or nine thousand dollars withheld by resided in Wyoming. Now he admits
ing. Their desire for breakfast, they
letter in time. The message
John S. Beaven in excess he has been in the west several years explained, induced them to give up.
of the two per cent commission al- and also says he has written, everal
They are charged with violating the
(Continued On Pag Eight)
" '
lowed him by law.'.
books under the name of Leland.
Sunday laws.

University at Albuquerque Scene of
Auspicious Occasion Governor
George Curry Speaks
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DISTRICT COURT
NEWS MATTERS
R. McFie Hears Several
in
the First Judicial
Cases

Judge John

Disrict.

?

George M. Kinsell, Republican, and
Marcelino Garcia, Democrat, of Santa
Fe, and Alphonse Dockwilter, Republican, of Tesuque, have been appointed
for Santa Fe
jury commissioners
meet
Wednesday to
will
and
County
select names for the Santa Fe county
jury lists for the March term of the
district court.
Divorces Are Granted.
Three divorce cases from San' Juan
county have been heard lately before
Judge John R. McFie. In the matter
of E. J. Walters versus Ethel 0. Walters of San Juan county, a divorce
was granted January 22 on the ground
The
of desertion and abandonment.
court decided this upon the report of
the examiner, W. M. Danberg, of
Farmington. One child was awarded
to the custody of the plaintiff.
In the matters of Laura O. Roberts
versus William P. Roberts, of San
Juan county, a decree was granted
January 23, on the ground of abandonment and desertion. The custody
of two minor children was awarded
the plaintiff, who was also allowed $50
for attorney's fees.
In the case of Frances S. Conway
versus Henry O. Conway, of San Juan
county, a divorce decree was granted
January 23, on the ground of abandonment. The decree was granted
by the court upon the report of James
T. Fay of Farmington, referee.
Taxes Ordered Reduced.
In the matter of taxes against Wil,
liam T. Thornton for the years 1892-8in
inclusive, erroneously assessed
the name of the Cerrillos Mining company, the court ordered them reduced
from $1,477 to $814. The taxes as orof
iginally levied were far in excess
those levied on like property in the
Attorney E. A.
same, neighborhood.
Fiske represented Mr. Thornton. The
order was granted Saturday by Judge
McFie.
Would Discharge Receiver.
A motion to quash and discharge
the receiver in the case of Nagle
versus GilmouT was argued in chambers this morning before Judge McFie by R. H. Hanna, attorney, on 'f
of Gilmour, and time was given
be-ha-

the

.

plaintiffs-unti-

l

Wednesday

after-

,
noon to make reply.
Probate Clerk Complies.
In the matte of the petition for
writ "of mandamus by R. H. Hanria
versus George W. Armijo, probate
clerk, refusal to allow the public
records of his office to be examined,
upon request of complainant. The
proof showed that a demand was made
and the statement also showed that
the use of the books was only required for a period of five minutes. The
court held that the demand for the
use of the hooks for five minutes was
reasonable under the evidence, and
that the refusal Justified the petition
for mandamus. But as the respondent
complied with the temporary writ of
mandamus after Its--. service and pro

duced the books, the peremptory writ
of mandamus was denied and judgment was rendered against the respondent for the costs.
Action to Quiet Title.
The hearing of case No. 4123, Anlce-tAbeyta, et al., 'vs. Willi Spiegel-berg- ,
et al., was completed before
Judge McFie on Saturday. The action
is brought to quiet the title to the
Caja del Rio land grant comprising
some 70,000 acres just west of Santa
Fe. E. A. Fiske argued the case for
thelefendants who were represented
by Mr. Fiske, A, B. Renehan and B.
M. Read; A. J. Abbott appeared for
the Rio Grande Railroad company,
intervenors ,and N. B, Laughlin for
the plaintiffs.
Right of Way Condemnation.
This morning an application
for
y
condemnation of a
over
land belonging to Marcelino Ortiz was
heard by Judge McFie in chambers.
C. C. Catron, on behalf of the defendant, demurred to the petition and the
demurrer was sustained as to two paragraphs of the petition and overrukC
as to the remaining three paragraphs.
The case was set for a hearing upon
its merits on Monday, February 1.
o

right-of-wa-

JAPANESE PEACE- FULLY INCLINED
Government Officials Agree That
duction In Armament Is Warranted.

Re-

Tokio, Jan. 25. Marquis Katsura,
the premier, Count Jaturo Komura,
minister of foreign affairs, and Viscount Trauchi, minister of war, made
brief speeches today before the diet
in answer to the matter of reduction
in armaments and the foreign publicity question, that had been propounded to various members of the
cabinet. All said in their speeches
that Japan's relations with the powers
of the world were so improved that
the proposed reductions were fully
warranted. The leading newspapers
commenting on the California situar
tion say that the Japanese ' people
must not forget that the unfriendliness towards Japan in America exists
only among
nia.

a small clique in

Califor-

CAN'T PLACE EARTHQUAKE;
St. Petersburg, Jan. 25. No definite
news has yet been received here regarding the earthquake which was recorded bo extensively throughout Europe Saturday. The indications are
that it occurred in a remote and thinly
populated region of Pamir, Russian
Turkstan and the effect was only to
'V'
cal, ;'
:

ANQTHER

BAD STORM J
IN CALIFORNIA

San Francisco, Jan. 25. Another
storm following closely that of last
week prevails over the Pacific Coast
states, causing high winds and heavy
rains over most 'of California.; Storm
warnings have been displayed at all
v
stations of the weather bureau.
'
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The Big Storel SSSSS

SMINOR CITY TOPICS

Established 1856.

-

FOR RENT Six room modern eo
tage. O. C. Watson & Co.
Are Laying Brick Bricklayers th1,
morning began their work upon ihe
Elks opera house and the work will
now be hurried to completion.
Marriage Licenses Probate Clerk
George V. Armijo has granted marriage licenses to Francisco Sena, aged IE
40, and Emma Garcia, aged 17; both
of Santa Fe; Jose Abran Vigil of
and Ramoncita Sena of Espan-ola- .

iy

Mf$$fa.

Leather,

Edubigen West,
the
daughter of Mrs.
Ignacito O. de West, died at the home,
21S Manhattan street at. 4 o'clock thin
morning of phneumonia. Besides the
mother there survive two brothers
and a sister. The funeral wi'l no held
tomorrow afternoon from the Cathedin Rosarii.
ral. Inku-Jien- t
Weekly Money Order Business
The money order business of the local postofllce last week amounted to
$5,S7!).7S, a total since New Year of
$20,830.27. There were issued 145 orders amounting to $1,1.34.39; there
were paid 1G3 orders amounting to
$2,S07.39; there were received 1 ,256
orders from other offices, and $700
from money order drafts.
maximum
Weather Report The
temperature yesterday was 51 degrees
at 4:20 p. m. and the minimum was
32 degrees' at G a. m.; the mean temperature was 42 degrees or 13 degrees
above normal. Relative humidity at
G a.
m., 59 per cent; at G p. m., 2G per
cent: relative humidity average fof
the day, 42 per cent; lowest temperature during last night, 29 degrees;
temperature at 6 a. m. today, 29 degrees.
Visitors Invited In Saturday's issue the New Mexican, inadvertently
stated that the Women's Board of
Trade will give a dance on Tuesday
evening. The time is next Thursday
These
evening and not Tuesday.
dances at the public library have already proven splendid successes and
the affair on next Thursday evening
promises to be still better. All visitors in the city are invited and will be
Death of a Child
three-year-ol-

The Five Dollar Shoe Man

TbeMnn who 1h1ii the Ilat.lt of putting FJVK DOrXAKH Into n pair of
shot's helii'vliiK tlmt F1VK IK 1XARK is littli' enouph ami not too much for irond
shoes, shonll come liei't' the noxt time lit' wants n pair iukI tret the best pair of
shoes for Five liolliirs lie ever Ixmtflit, Hi st ,eut)ier liest Style,
( ome see ubout
"ThorouKhlprecls"in fine shoes are our long unit,

MR. FIVE DOLLAR SHOE IVAN
PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.
MONEY TO LOAM

u

$206
On notes, diamonds and Jewelry as ow as $10 and aa nigh
re
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Ratei
Call and see us before borrowing.
reasonable.

Win. FAIvArf

at SALMON Store

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone

Phone 108.

The largest and the only
SBSSS

up-to-d-

itore in Santa

108.

F.

an m!?wmmzg&&m,rmnm

a

"Wrongfully

melo-dram-

Accused,"

a story of love and hate, and

ONE

SPECIAL

WEEK

SPECIAL

100 Bars

Sail

the

Sg

Pie Fruit in Gal. Cans
AT REDUCED PRICES

Plaza, Santa Fe.

No. 40.

Telephone

acaa3c

Baby

wont cry if
von give Hhri

f

BALLARDS
SYRUP.

Pleasant to take, rapid results.
Contains nothing injurious.
COUGHS, COLDS,
CURES
SORE THROAT,

d
enough for Ballard's
Ima
cured
It
Syrup,
my baby of the croup and my
children of severo Coughs.
I know no better medicine."
23c, 50c and $1.00

AP

SEC FOR YOURSELF

8

8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Deco-

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

S. Spitz

wastes, found in Rheumatic Blood, seem to dissolve
and pass away under the action of thU remedy as
freely as does sugar when added to pure water.
And then, when dissolved, these poisonous wastes
freely pass from the system, and the cause ol
Rheumatism is gone forever. There is now no
real need no actual excuse to suffer longer without help. We sell, and in confidence recommend

Dr. Shoop's
MAHUFACTURg

I Rheumatic
STRIPLING-BURROW-

S

Remedy
CO.

ii

ii

,1

LOUIS. MO.

..5c.

ii

ii

..10c.

ii

ii

...15c
..20c.

it

ii

..50c.
i i
..85c.
Cluett Shirts Reduced from

ii

it

ii

ii

1.50 and

,50c.

1.25

to.,

.

.75c

These are Exceptional Bargains

and

Will

Not Last
f

Long

:-

-:

"MM
Mens Outing Flannel Pajamas Reduced to $1.25
off on all Mens Winter Overcoats
--

1--

MIH

MW

3

Ballard Snow Linhnent Co.
1ST.

Reduced to

...40c.

Hore-houn-

WE LEAD OTHER FOLLOW
FOR

A

HALF CENTURY THE LEADING DRY

GOODS HOUSE IN THE CITY

Phone 36

P. O Box 219
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
Postoffice Equipment The
New
growth of the local postoffice business which has increased fifty per
cent in one year, is necessitating rearrangement of the fixtures and considerable additions. Postmaster Paul
A. F. Walter has taken steps to have
installed after July 1, two new nests
of large keyless combination lbck
boxes and much additional new furniture to facilitate the work of the
office. Steam heat is to be installed,
the lobby repainted, the windows for
and everything
the public
needful added to make the office modern in every respect. Delegate to
Congress W. H. Andrews has pledged
himself, upon the solicitation of Postmaster Walter, to Introduce a bill,
appropriating $100,000 for a postoffice
building at Santa Fe during the first
regular session of the next Congress
in December of this year and is confident of its speedy passage.
Where the Printing Press Hums
Quite an interesting bit of information was furnished by Mr. Truman
Plantz, of Warsaw, 111., attorney for
the National Order of Modern Woodmen of America, who was in the city
last week for a few days in the interest of that order. He states that
the February issue of the monthly paper, furnished to all members of the
organization was one of 1,082,4G4 copies, requiring four carloads of white
tons. The pubpaper weighing 93
lication is 22 inches wide, thus if the
paper used for this enormous issue
roll
were to be placed on a
and be unwound, it would reach 1,389
miles. If stacked one upon the other,
just as when folded for mailing, the
number of papers would make a stack
ten times as high as the Washington
monument at Washington, D. C.
(which is 555 ft. 5ya inches in height)
and still leave 80 feet for a flag pole.
It required 2,400 mail sacks and 183
mail wagons to transport the issue to
the postoffice for mailing, the postage
amounting to $1,800. A Walter Scott
printing press is used which prints
16,000 twenty-pag- e
papers an hour.

(Continued On Page Eight.)

I have found a tried and tested cure for Kben
rnatisml Not a remedy that will straighten the
distorted limbs of chronic cripples, nor turn bonj
growths hack to flesh again. That Is impossible.
But I can now surely kill the pains and pangs oJ
this deplorable disease.
In Germany with a Chemist In the City ol
Darmstadt I found the last Ingredient with
which Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Remedy was made
a perfected, dependable prescription. Without
that last ingredient, I successfully treated many,
many cases of Rheumatism ; but now, at last, it uniformly cures all curable cases of this heretofore
much dreaded disease. Those sand-Uk-e
granulai

ii

..20c.
..25c.
..35c.

ii

WHGOPINQ COUUH AND
ALL PULMONARY DISEASES.
Mro. J. C. Jenkins, Denver,
Colo., writes; "I can't say

Rheumatism

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

r

Regular Price

h

Co.
6rocery
Winter
CALL

CHILDREN' UNDERWEAR
AT THE FOLLOWING PRICES

laughable film of "The Neighbors'
Kids." There are some others and
this will be one of the "Best" changes
The
song will be
yet given.
"Pawnee." The manager's endeavors'
shows,
to have nothing but high-clas- s
are successful.
the latest films
We can promise as before that none
but the best are good enough.
Letters Held for Proper Address
The following letters at the local post- office are held for proper address or..
postage: The Shell Novelty Co., 83
Chambers street, New York City;
Mrs. Emily F. Schell, per A. S. Schell,
East Point, Ga.; A. Garcia, Glorieta,
N. M.; Gregorio E. Esquibel, San
N. M.; R. H. Nethkan, Pryor
Greek, Cola; ,Eulogia Ribjera, 106
East 2nd; Miss Rose Gennett, E. Main
Street, Richmond, Ind.; J. H. Davis,
R. F. D. No. 2, Box 45, Accident. Miss
Marie Story, 825 Houston, Manhattan,
Kan.; Miss Stella Tommerup, 1072
Grant avenue, Racine, Wis.; Little
Kenneth Harmon, Cushing, Okla.;
Miss Agnes Simpson, 3335 LaClede
avenue, St. Louis, Mo.; and a postal
The February issue kept this press gocard without address.
ing night and day for eight days.
These interesting facts, according to
Mr. Plantz are merely indicative of
the marvelous growth of the order. '
Ger-onlm-

Co.

OF

1-- 2

$2.65 per Box

1909.

WE ARE CLOSING OUT ODD LOTS

d

pleasantly entertained.
All Features The change at the
opera house tonight will again be all
features, being "Essancey" films. One

25,

Incorporated 1903

$eligman Bros.

Denver, Colo., Jan. 23. Weath- er forecast for New Mexico:
Partly cloudy tonight and Tuesday with stationary temperature.

I

JANUARY

M0N5AY,

FRESH EGGS

H

On
1

"NT"

&

--

ALL THE TIME
Telephone o 140 Red

MRS.

07 TO RETSCH.

LARGE QUANTITIES

and small quantities at prices
that make it worth your while to

Economy in Fuel

Appearance
Cleanliness
There isNothing
So Pleasing
as a iasl.u air
:

Tijht Heaters

r?

t.

THEY NEVER GO OUT

THE ORIGINAL
and only Absolutely
Air Tight

COLES
Downdraft
Air Tight

COLES

Magazine for
Hard Cold

The abce cuts represent the nearest aproach
to modern heating of anything ever placed on the
market in the way of stoves. We were fortunate
in securing the agency for this line and respect
fully invite inspection cf same. Owing ta the fact
of having purchased heavily. We are in position
to make exceedingly low prices.

Phone

Phone

No 14

No 14

HARDWARE COT

It Goes Against the Grain
when a man buys Feed and finds
it is of an inferior quality, He
does not feel like buying it at the
same place again, "vje keep our
customers because they know
they can always rely upon getting
the best and purest Horse Feed
that can be purchased hereabout
The best Oats and Corn, and the
kind that fatten and strengthens
the animals, and keeps then in
good condition.
Sole Agency For
INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT SEEDS 1
The, only exclusive grain house In Santa Fe N. Mw

Pft 11LI0V1I
HFPf Ftf

purchase all.

LUMBER

DIAMONDS

of us.

Farming Timbers, Siding
Joist Shmgles and every requisite of the modern Builder. Give
us a trial order and we will feel
sure of a continuance of your
patronage.

C. W. Dtfdrow,

H C YQNT7

WATCPFS

Mao.vifietv.rx el

RIGHT PRICES

MEXICAN

RIGHT GOOOL

FILIGREE
--JEWELERY

RIGHT SERVICE

Eyea Teetea" ana

Fitted

By

Up-t- o.

Date Method.

CUT GJA8S, CHINA AND SIVERV'AKE.
Street, Santa Fe N. M."

141 San Franciaoo

We D

OF ANY BETTER REMEDY FOR .COUGHS,
COLDS AND BRONCHITS THAN COMPOUND
WHITE PINE TAR MENTHABOLATED

SOLD BY

SSSg

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

jJS

MONDAY, JANUARY

25,
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NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal Land Forest.
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., December
23rd, 1908.
Notice is hereby given that William
II. Rogers, of Jemez Springs, N. M.,
who, on January 17th, 1902, made
homestead entry No. 6783 (03006) for
SE
EV2 NEVi. SWVi NKV and NE
Section 23, Township 20 N., Range
2 E.. N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before register
or receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the
12th day of February, 1909.
Claimant names as witnesses: Hugh
Hurray, of Jemez Springs, N. M.; Edward McCauley, of Jtmez Springs, N.
M.; Samuel Adams, of Jemez Springs,
f. M.;
Elijah M. Fenton, of Jemez
Springs, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
1--

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal Land Forest Reserve.
Serial No. 03537.
Department of the Interior,
II. S. Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 12, 190S.
Notice is hereby given that Casl-mirOrtiz, of Rowe, N. M., who, on
April 9, 1903, made Homestead Entry
No. 7483, for Serial No. 03537, SE
Section 13, Township 16 N, Range 13
E, New Mexico P. M., has filed notice
of intention to make final
proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before the register and receiver of the U. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., on March 11, 1909.

V.

S.

Serial
Department of the Interior,

Dec. 29, 1908.

Notice is hereby given that Antonic
Jose Mares, of Cerrillos, New Mex.,
who, on Sept. 17, 1906, made Homestead entry Serial No. 07842, No. 10047,
NW
SW
NE
for SE
Lots
Section 18, Township 14
Jv'orth, Range 9 East, New Mexico
Prln. Meridian, has filed notice of Intention to make final
Proof, to
'establish claim to the land, above described, before Register and Receiver,
U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe, New
Mexico, on the 11th day of March,
1-- 4

1--

4

2--

1909.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Frank Archibeque,
Felipe Mares,
Juan Padillo, all of Cerrillos, N. M.;
Cristobal Anaya. of Galistio, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.

ANCIENT,

PROGRESSIVE

4

4

2

Tribute toSanta Fe's

The Pure Food Law.
Secretary Wilson says, "One of the
objects of the law is to inform the consumer of the presence of certain harmful drugs in medicines." The law requires that the amount of chloroform,
opium, morphine, and ether habit
forming drugs be stated on the label
of each bottle. The manufacturers of
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy have always claimed that their remefry did not
contain any of these drugs, and the
truth of this claim is now fully proven,
as no mention of them is made on the
label. This remedy is not only one
of the safest, but one of the best in
use for coughs and colds. Its value

Subscribe

INTEREST

Skies and
Bestowed

be-i-i- g

--

for the New Mexican.

NEW MEXICO COLLEGE
OF

AGRICULTURE AND MECHANIC ARTS
MESILLA PARK, N. MEX.
prepare young men and women

practical life under modern conditions. Complete
College courses are offered in Agriculture, in Mechanical
Civil and Electrical Engineering and ic Household Economics. Also short courses in Practical Mechanics and Agriculr

ture, courses in Stenography, ' and a four year preparatory
course. Expenses are low and there are many opportunities
for self support.
For Catalogue and further information, address the President.

W. E.

Garrison,

Agricultural College, N. Mex.

I

itself.'

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Hak

&

lug

CO.

bin

120 San Francisco St.
Call up

1

32 Black for Carriages.

cpj

ADOLF

Through Academic course, preparing young

SEUGMAN DRY GOODS CO.

men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthlets location
o? any Military School In the Union. Locatnd

the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
little rain or snow during session.
Eluven Officers and Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern In all respects.
REGENTS E, A. Cahoon, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W

-

m,

....

...

'

.
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A Fllyan
Indian, and, you can imagine you are
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
in Jerusalem or Naples. Attend a
address.
are
and
you
dress ball at the Palace
COL. JAB. W. WILL30N,
In surroundings reminding you of New
Superintendent
York or Washington.
Santa Fe, ancient and quaint, is as
stated, fast becoming modern, but
still is perhaps the most Interesting
city to tourists in .the I'nited States.
The old tavern, "The Fonda," later
These celebrated Hot Springs are lo- est alkalin Hot 8prlnga In the worla.
called the Exchange, the end of the cated In
tha mldat of tha Ancient Cliff The efficiency of theae waters haa
Santa Fe trail still stands, but is no
mllec wett of been thoroughly tested by the mirac
. Dwelling, twenty-fivlonger the popular hostelry it was be-- Taoa, and fifty mllea north of Santa ulous cures attested to in the follow,
fore the time of the railroads. The
ing diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism
Fa, and about twelve mllea from
old church of San Miguel, tho oldest j
on the Denver and Rio Neuralgia, Malaria, Bright'a Disease
8tatlon,
house of worship in the United States, Grande
Railroad, from which point a of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercuris still used. Many portals of project
Una of stage run to tha aprings. ial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La
dally
etc
ing porches have been torn down, and Tha temperature of these watera. !a Grippe, all Female Complaints,
the modern houses take' the place of from tO to 122 degrees. The gases are Eoard, lodging and bathing $2.50 per
the old adobe with its placlta in the sarbonlc. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate day; $15 per week; $50 per month.
rear. Still there is the mixture of ery dry and delightful the entire year Stage meeta Denver tralna and watts
the ancient and modern, and the ar- round. Ther Is now t commodious ho for SanU Fe rain upen request. Thla
chives in the Historical Society fur- tel for tha convenience of Invtlide and resort is attractive at all seasons and
nish information and history such as tourists. People Buffering from Con- la open all winter. Passengers for OJe
is duplicated on the Western Contin- sumption, cancer, and other contagl-ou- a Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
ent only in the City of Mexico.
diseases, are not accepted. These and reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m., thr
waters contain 1,626.24 grains of alka same day. For further particulara
line salts to tha gallon, being the rich dress:
t,' (
SUNDAY IN

Latest Novelties in Fall and Winter Dress
Goods.

Of

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

THE CHURCHES
(The New Mexican will be pleased to
publish any brief items of church
news under this heading.)
The services at the Church of the
Holy Faith. Protestant Episcopal, yesterday forenoon, were well attended.
Rev. W. R. Dye preached a thoughtful sermon upon
the text: "One
Soweth and Another Reapeth," etc.,
reconciling the apparent conflict of
this saying with that, of other passHe developed logically the
ages.
thought of how the present has reaped the benefit of the toil, the travail,
the suffering, the labor of those who
have gone before and how therefore
the present must contribute to the
development of the future. He traced
the progress of the evolution of great
ideas, both in material and spiritual
fields of endeavor, and pointed out
that although others may reap what
we sow, we also have our specific reward in eternity. The music by the
choir and a vocal duet, were features
of the service.
,
St. John's M. E.
The services were well attended
yesterday. Rev. E. C. Anderson spoke
in the morning upon the theme, "Serving Christ," the text being "For Ye
Serve the Lord Christ." Col. iii: 24.
A. J. Teare sang a pleasing offertory
at the morning service. In the evening the pastor preached upon "Walking About ZIon." Text, Psalm xlvlii:
12, 13. The Epworth League was led
by Miss Edna Lutz, the theme being,
"The Light That Cannot Be Hidden
or the Unavoidable Christ." The ususervice will be held on
al
Wednesday evening and choir practice
on Friday evening.
Cathedral and Guadalupe.
At the Cathedral and Guadalupe
Catholic churches the usual masses
were said and the attendance was
good. Nohing out of the ordinary order of services took place.
mid-wee-

i

-- 1

Proorietor.

TO

All

Parts of the World.

Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughoit the United States. Canada, Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent
THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

I

ALBUQUERQUE

3

Has been established eighteen years. It has seven
buildings, including two dormitories one for men and
one for women. It has a faculty of sixteen instructors, especially educated and trained for their respec-

tive departments. Its students are yearly increasing
in numbers.
College of Letters and
Sciences, Engineering,

VESGHOQLS

Don't Take the Risk.

Education, Preparatory
Commercial.

ROOM AND BOARD AT THE

let it drag along until it becomes chronic bronchitis or develops
into an attack of pneumonia, but give
it the attention it deserves and get rid
of it. Take Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and you are sure of prompt relief.
From a small beginning the sale and
use of this prepaartion has extended
to all parts of the United States and
do rfot

TJNXV

BRSITY

at reasonable ratesi
Address President W. G. TIGHT,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

Its many

H.

P1.

Iipiglferg- -

ca
era

627

-

;

t

General Express Forwarders

When you have a bad cough or cold

to many foreign countries.

if

Wells Fargo & Company
Express

k

remarkable cures of coughs and colds
the early missionaries ever ready have won for it this wide reputation
to seize on natural advantages, were and extensive use. Sold by all drugnot slow in establishing headauarlers gists.
In this beautiful and sheltered retreat:'!
Fever Sores.
Old Santa Fe had been the home of
and old chronic sores
sores
Fever
the missionary for at least a genera,tion before Roger Williams cut loose should not he healed entirely, but
Jrom the Pilgrims. The light, pure should be taken in healthy condition,
mountain air Invigorates, the bright This can be done by 'applying Cham
no
sunshine stimulates, and to those berlain's Salve. This salve has
Is also
nurnose.
It
for
this
snnerior
given good health'a new world opens,
while to those in ill health and run most excellent for chapped hands,
and diseases of
down wun cares, trouble and over- enro nlnnlps hums
all druggists.
sale
For
skin.
the
by
work, Santa Fe and its surroundings
back
to
cheek
blush
of
the
the
brings
The seals and record books for nohealth, and the desire to live and entaries public for sale by the New
joy nature.
Mexican Printing company at very
While Santa Fe Is a city with all
t
reasonable rates. Seals for incorncr-atemodern advantages, one needs only to
companies are also handled.. Call
go 'Into the nearby mountains to get
or address the New Mexican Printat
the finest shooting: deer, bear, mouncompany, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
tain lion, and if a gentler sport is de- ing
sired, quail and grouse are ver to be
The New Mexican Printing comfound in their natural haunts.'
pany has on hand a large supply of
A trip of ten miles and you are at pada and tablets suitable for school
a primitive Pueblo; four miles takes work, the desk, and also for lawyers
people and; merchants;
good everywhere.
you to ruins of a
who lived contemporaneous with the We will sell them at 5 cents in book
:
A:.
drive on a fine form.
;
Pharaos. A
boulevard and you pass state and national Institutions which have made
Legal blanks both English and
records equaled by few. Sit in the Spanish for sale by the New Mexplaza of the city, watch the native and ican Printing company.

iQdian

an Franclact Stress.

VJares

linos

Blankete, Baeketa, Wax, Feather andLlnen Drawn, Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garneta and Other Qeme .
OUR MOTTO: Ta Have tha Bast of Everything In Our LIm.

DUDROW & W0NTENE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS

d

two-mil- e

!5

o

.AND

EMBALMERS

,

Special Sale

Ai

n

Bar-anc-

(Contributed.)
Few realize that all that is aucic.it
in the United States properly belongs'
to the West, and especially to New
Mexico, which ak-n-e of all our states
and territories' was first settled by
Prior to European settleEuropeans.
ment of New Mexico, the highest civilization found within the boundaries
of the United States was also found
in this same territory, the cliff dwellings and communal house builders
those referred to, which were a
class far guirior in civilization to any
other tribe of Indians. When the Puritans were organizing in England, and
before they had migrated to Holland,
the Conquistadores pf Spain had trod
the banks of the Rio Grande del Norte
in this land of Sunshine. When the
Mayflower cast her anchor at Plymouth in 1620 there were European
motners living in Santa Fe who had
been born in this new Spain. When
New York .vhs first settled hy the
Dutch Vans, there were many settlements in the Rockies along the Rio
Grande. When Charleston was settled this country had grown so rapidly
that it was in the throes of 'a revolu'
tion.
Our nation boasts of a capital over
a hundred years old which has sheltered' some twenty odd presidents.
The Old Palace at Santa Fe has been
the official residence 'of over eighty
governors, and is at least 300 years
on the map of our ancient
city. Santa
Fe, quaint and ancient, is also modern, having been the capital since the
American occupation as it was both
under Spain and Mexico. Here in this
sheltered spot where early Latins
found a haven of rest, have gathered
together some of the best citizens
from every state in the Union, as well
as from many European governments.
Many of the Americans of Santa Fe
are superior in education, travel and
culture, to the average resident of any
other city of similar size and proportion! in the effete east. Why this is,
need not be told. The same may possibly be said of many other western
cities. Santa Fe, the haven in olden
times, has become the Mecca of many
from the Atlantic share; and why?
First, there is no spot within the
boundaries of the United States that
possesses its peculiar and delightful
climate, mild and sunny in winter, and
cool and invigorating In summer. Sur
rounded by high mountains, in a beautiful valley 7,000 teet above ocean
level, with its 360 days of sunshine,
Santa Fe is necessarily in a class by

The Normandie Hotel, Santa Fe
popular $1.50 a day hotel, is now un
der the management of Hugh F. Du
Val. Extensive improvements are be
ing made, the cuisine materially improved and the new landlord propose,
to make the Normandie the best mod
erate priced hotel in the territory
Give this hotel a try.

JMA-fo-

"A."

e

five-yea-

has ben proven beyond question during the many years it has been in general use. For sale by all druggists.

school whose aim is to

Jlc 5

ft

if

0J0 CALIEJITE 10T SPRINGS.

10,-36- 7
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Upon Historic Capital

Engraved cams ae rnte ana
invitations a specialty at the New
Mexican Printing office. An one standing In need of such will do well to
call at this office and examine samples, style of work and prices.

:
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U. S. Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 20, 1909.
Notice is hereby given that Paz
AND
Roybal of Nambe, N. M., who, on December 10, 190C. made Homestead en08030
No.
Serial No.
try
NE
of
W
for
of Secof NW
nd S
19
N., Range 10 E.,
tion 25, Township
N. M., P. M., has filed notice of inMany-Side- d
r
tention to make final
proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before the register and receiver of the United States land office at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 11th
LACKING
NEVER
day of March, 1909.
Claimant tames as witnesses: Rafael Montoya, Anacleto
Contreras,
Martin Gonzales and Vincente JimSunshine, . Blue
enez, all of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Italian Climate
Register.

NEW MEXICO.

Army Oflicers Detailed by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLA.SS

1-- 4

No. 08030.

Department of the Interior.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

ROSWELL,

"The West Point of the Southwest."

Rheumatism is in reality an internal inflammation a diseased condition ol
the blood cells which supply the nourishment and strength necessary to sustain our bodies. Uric acid, an irritating, inflammatory accumulation, gets
into the circulation because of physical irregularities, and then instead of
nourishing and invigorating the body, the blood irritates and inflames the
different nerves, tissues, muscles and joints, because of its impure, acrid
condition. The pains and aches and other disagreeable and dangerous symptoms of Rheumatism can never be permanently cured until every particle of
the cause is driven from the blood., S. S. S. does this because it is a perfect
blood purifier. It goes down to the very bottom of the trouble, purifies and
cleanses the circulation, invigorates the blood, and completely drives Rheumatism from the system. Plasters, liniments, soothing lotions, etc., may
Claimant names as witnesses: be used for the temporary relief and comfort
they bring, but a cure cannot
Manuel Quintana, Jesus Gutierrez, be effected until S. S. S. has removed the cause. It frees the blood of every
Andres Bowers and Justo Ruiz, all of impurity and makes it a rich, health sustaining fluid, to bring permanent
Rowe, N. M.
relief and comfort to those who suffer with Rheumatism Ilook on RheumaMANUEL R. OTERO,
tism and any medical advice free to all who write.
Register.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal Land.

FOR PUBLICATION.
Not Coal Land.
Serial No. 07842.
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of President
receive the approval
Roosevelt.
"This is more than the people of
Arizona expected, although the people
of New Mexico have looked forward
hopefully to the passage of a bill in
their favor by the present Congress.
Both territories are qualified to maintain state governments, and there, is
no question that their growth in population and the development of their
material resources will be greatly
stimulated. The attractions of a
community are so much
stronger than those of a territory, that
men are drawn to a state who would
efuse to make their homes elsewhere
unless powerful business or profes
sional inducements were held out.
"When 'ew Mexico and Arizona are
admitted the whole area of the United
States between the At'antic and the
Pacific and Canada and Merieo will be
occupied by states except the District
of Columbia; and. thus one of the great
ends in view when the vast region ly
was added
ing west of the Alleghani-eto the national domain will be accomplished. Alaska will remain for prob
ably many years under control of the
national government, and Porto Rico
and Hawaii may see no change in
their political relations in the near
future; but the fact that all of the
main part of pur continental area except the District of Columbia will be
occupied by states will make the ad-mission of New Mexico and Arizona a
highly interesting and significant part
of our national history.
"The influence of the Far West in
Congress and in the electoral college
will be notably increased by the admission of the two new states; hut
their growth and prosperity will depend far more upon what their local
governments do, than upon anything
they may be able, in consequence of
their representation n Congress, to
secure from xhe government in Washington."

NEW

PRODUCTION
MEXICO.
It takes a year or more, to gather
accurately the mineral statistics for
any one year, although authoritative
estimates are made at times even before a year has closed. However, the
first exact statistics of the mineral
production of the' western "United
States for the year 1007, are to be
volume
found in the recent
of the V. S. Geological Survey enti-- j
tied: "The Production of Gold, Silver,
Copper, Lead and Zinc in the Western
States and Territories in 1907." The
volume is accompanied by a large map
of western mining districts. Fifteen
pages are devoted to New Mexico,
each metal and each county being reviewed separately, and the production
of each district being given. Altogether, the territory in 1907 produced
$3,239,823 .worth of gold, .silver, copper, lead and zinc, a gain of $36,0S-over the year previous. The feature
of these statistics, is the phenomenal
increase in the production of copper
which jumped from $.l,3r.i?,u33 in 190G,
to $2,198,003 in 1907, and the surprising-declinof zinc
in the production
which in 1906 was valued at $l,054,Su2,
.while in 1907 it was only $li,2.5.
Grant county lead in gold, lead and
copper production in 1907, Socorro in
silver and zinc production. In the production of gold, the counties ranked as
follows:
Grant, $113,042; Socorro,
$105,420; Lincoln, $41,417; Santa Fe,
$17,979; Otero, $14,811; Luna. $13,741;
Colfax, $11,914; Sierra, $8,224; Dona
Ana, $6; while Mora, Rio Arriba, San
Miguel and Taos together produced
$1,704, and $1,718 credited to the territory was not apportioned to any particular county.
The standing in the production of
silver was as follows: Socorro, $279,-011- ;
Grant, $118,024; Dona Ana,
Santa Fe, $11,039; Luna, $5,G98;
.Sierra, $1,485; Otero, $1,049; Lincoln,
$470; Colfax, $55; Mora, Rio Arriba,
San Miguel and Taos together, $927
and unapportioned, $31.
In copper, the rank of the counties
Santa Fe,
was: Grant, $1,G09,2G3;
$24G,252; Dona Ana, $155,225; Otero,
$135,890; Socorro, $37,729; Sierra, $1,085; Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel and
Taos together, $12,533.
In lead, Grant county's production
was $73,903; Luna produced $54,207;
Socorro, $37,523; Dona Ana, $35,7S5;
MINERAL

350-pag- e

Zinc was produced only in Socorro
county, $39,305, and in Grant, J4.350.
There were 104 deep mine and 23
placer producers in 1907, an increase
of over fifty producing properties since
190G.
Grant county lead with 50 producers, then came Socorro with 12,
Sierra and Otero with 11 each. Luna
and Colfax 9 each, Santa Fe 8, Lincoln
7, Dona Ana 5, Mora 2, and Rio Arriba,
San Miguel and Taos with 1 each.
It is gratifying to Santa Fe county
that it stood third among the counties
as a producer of the five metalsnamed. Grant's total product was si,Socorro was second with
948,582;
$499,594; Santa Fe county third with
then Dona Ana, $207,920;
$275,870;
Otero, $152,110; Luna, $73,646; Lin
coin, $41,893; Colfax, $11,969; Sierra,
$11,300; Mora, Rio Arriba, San Miguel
and Taos together $15,184, and

well-bein-

-

-

unap-portione-

$1,749.

Of course, these are the returns on
only five metals. The coal production
of the territory, alone, in 1907, al
most approached that of the five met
als, and to this must be added turquoise, mica, cement, building stone,
lime, gypsum and other minerals
which ran up the total to between $7,000,000 and $8,000,000.
NOW ALTOGETHER

FOR STATE

HOOD.

The passage of the statehood bill
admitting the two territories, will increase the membership of the United
iStatea senate by four and of the
House by only three, as New Mexico
is to have two representatives and Arizona one. It is an anomaly that the
upper and less numerous house should
receive the greater increase in the
number of members through the admission to statehood of the two
wealths, and if there were more
territories, one could easily imagine a
slate of affairs when the Senate would
have as many, If not more members
than the House. That the passage of
the statehood bill before March 4, Is
again being accepted as a certainty is
manifest from the following editorial
dn Saturday's
Denver Republican,
which is generally well posted on the
trend of affairs In the National Capital, and New Mexico politicians with
ambition might as well begin fixing
their fences for the election to one of
four Washington places and the
many berths in the state government:
'There seems no doubt that a bjjl
,
to admit New Mexico and Arizona as
separate states wll be passed at this
eesslon of Congress and that it will
com-mo-

.

SANTA

FE SUNNIER THAN
WELL, EL PASO OR

SANTA FE'S BONDED DEBT.
was introduced in the
Arizona legislature, asking Congress
to provide in the statehood enabling
act for the payment of the Pima
county railroad bonded indebtedness,
similar to the railroad
somewhat
bonded indebtedness of Santa Fe and
Grant counties in this territory, in
each cause a bond issue being voted
in aid of the construction of railroad
lines and although illegally issued, afterwards validated by Congress. The
New Mexico legislature might follow
Arizona's example. While Santa Fe and
Grant counties are each responsible
for this indebtedness in the first place,
yet, a burden upon any part of New
Mexico, is a tax upon the prosperity
of the entire commonwealth.
What
ever benefits were sought to be ob
tained by these bond issues were for
the entire territory as well as for the
particular counties. The fact that
Congress validated the indebtedness
makes it no more than an act of equi
A memorial

g

ROS-

The report for December of the TJ.
S. Weather Bureau in this
city, is just
from the press, and covers the
data for that month for
tne entire territory as reported by
upward of fifty stations. The month
as a whole, was mild, with a high percentage of sunshine, remarkably pleasant and with a monthly mean temperature in excess of the normal. The
highest temperature recorded during
the month was 84 degrees at Carlsbad, and the lowest 12 degrees below,
at Elizabeth town and Tres Piedras.
The greatest monthly range in tem-perature was 74 degrees, at Springer
and the least 38 degrees at San Raf-thae- The greatest daily range was 59
degrees at Bluewater, not far from
San Rafael and at Springer, and the
least at Rosedale, 27 degrees. The
average precipitation for the Terri- WW was only .27 of an inch,
The
e

j

two-third-

Professional Cards
EYS-AT-LA-

25,

190?..

We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that,
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh-Cure-

.

F. J. CHENEY & CO.
Toledo, O.,
known F..
have
the
undersigned
We,
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and!
believe him perfectly honorable in all.
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations madef
by his firm.
WALDING, KINNAN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
nd mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican want "ad."
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Santa Fe
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Practices

The oldest hanking Institution
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.

the Supreme and Dis
trict. Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land

LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice

In

New Mexico, Established In 1870
JOHN H, VAUGHN. Cashier.

President

ALFRED

'

Offices--

New Mexico
E. C. ABBOTT

BANff

OF SANTA FE.

In

Las Crucpg,

PTI0PL
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THE

Attorney-at-La-

,

DUR-ANG-
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How's This?

'e

ROADS.

The Wyoming legislature is wrestling with a railroad commission bill,
more drastic than, although modeled
law. A bill
after the Colorado
to fix the minimum passenger rate at.
two cents a mile is to be introduced
also and is very likely to pass. Wyoming being much more sparsely populated than New Mexico certainly is
not in position to demand a two-cen- t
a milt; rate and its enforcement, would
probably be prevented by the courts
as being confiscatory and therefore unThe proposal of a
constitutional.
three-cen- t
a mile rate in New Mexico
In fact,
is much more reasonable.
railroad
the
of
the
part
greater
upon
mileage in New Mexico, that is all the
Governor
charge made at present.
Curry's recommendation of a railroad
commission will no doubt become law,
but the act will be along liberal lines,
more liberal even than the act intro- alduced by Councilman Hewitt,
though this may be taken as the basis
New Mexico has no
for legislation.
or
fight against the railroads;
grudge
it recognizes the great good they
have done and are doing for the prosperity of the commonwealth and its
growth, and any unfriendly attitude
toward them will be resented by businessmen as well as the ordinary taxpayer.

ARTESIAN WELL PROTECTION.
The Water Users' Protective Association of the lower Pecos Valley has
drafted a bill' for introduction in the
legislative assembly, which is to replace the present statute for the protection of the artesian waters of New
Mexico.
Any owner of a well who
does not case and cap it so that its
flow may be arrested or who permits
the water to be wasted shall be
deemed guilty of a misdemeanor unThe act
der the proposed measure.
prohibits the water from a
conducted more than a mile and a
half in an open ditch or two and a
half miles in pipes, this section being
aimed at a project to store and sell
the waters from artesian wells on
large tracts to consumers at a distance. The act directs the governor of
the territory to appoint a well supervisor for each county in which artesian water is known to exist, whose
remuneration and expenses shall be
provided by taxing each artesian well
$5 a year.
The act provides for inspection, the keeping of records of inspections and for permits which mus?
be obtained before work of drilling or
repairing a well can be commenced.
The penalty clause provides for a fine
of from $25 to $100 for each separate
offense against the act, each day in
which any of the provisions of the
act shall be violated, to be considered
a separate offense. There are thirty
sections in the act, making provision
for minor regulations. The law is
somewhat drastic, but the great increase in population and multiplying
of wells in the lower Pecos Valley is
maKing its effect felt upon the artesian wells, and the waste of water
from such wells must be prevented.
The prosperity of a large
part of the
valley Is in great part dependent upon
this artesian flow and whatever the
people of that valley demand in the
line of protective legislation should
be granted them by the
assembly.

$50G.

expected to condemn the forest
JOHN K. STAUFFER
serves without reserve, mere criticism
Notary Public
of administrative methods will
not Office with tha New Mexican Printhave much effect.
ing Company.
Santa
'
New Mexico
Luna county is bound to have wide
and straight roads and therefore Its j' It Is an admitted fact
that real esboard of county commissioners
hag
financial
tate,
men and merchants all
adopted a resolution providing tha: a
sixty-foo- t
road should run along each say that quickest and best results are
section line. In the future, any land j obtained by advertising in the New
owner wno tences, must set his fences Mexican.
thirty feet on the inside of the section
line, wherever his boundaries corresx
Lame Shoulder Cured.
s
ol
pond with that line. As
New Mexico is still public land, the
Lame shoulder is usually caused by
plan Is not a bad one for counties to rheumatism of the muscles and quickadopt, so that as rapidly as the public ly yields to a few applications
of
lands are taken up, straight and wide Chamberlain's Pain Balm. Mrs. F. H.
roadways would be provided.
McElwee, ojt Boistown, New Brunswick, writes: "Having been troubled
for some time with a pain in my left
shoulder, I decided to give Chamberlain's Pain Balm a trial, with the result that I got prompt relief." For
ATTORN
sale by all druggists.
MAX FROST

G. W. PRICHARD
Attorney and Counselor at Law
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme court.
cipitation.
Office: Laugh! in Blk., Santa
. N. M.
EDWARD C. WADE.
NEW MEXICO FRIENDLY TO RAIL-

1

$1G,-90-

and Sierra,

2.G2 inches at Frisco
Luna, also on the Gila Forest
Reserve, occurred the greatest, pre-- (
consecutive
cipitation for any 24
hours, 1.6 incites.
As usual, Santa Fe led in the n timber of hours of sunshine, It having
had 230 hours of sunshine during the
month, against 190 hours at Roswell,
173 at El Paso and 212 at Durango,
Colo. In other words, Santa Fe had
70 per cent of the possible sunshine,
Durango 71 per cent, Roswell 61 per
cent, and El Paso 55 per cent. Sant i
Fe had 15 days with 90 per cent or
more of sunshine, Roswell only 5, Durango 14, and El Paso 10. Santa Fo
had a maximum wind velocity of 33
miles per hour,, Roswell 34 miles per
hour, El Paso and Las Cruces 40 miles
per hour.
There was comparatively littl.i
The
snowfall, even in the mountains.
shows
only one
precipitation map,
small snot, on the upper Frisco riv- !er-othe Gila Forest Reserve in So
corro county, where the precipitation
was between two and three inches in
December. Only in northern San
Juan and in western Grant and Socorro counties did it exceed one inch,
while over the rest of the Territory
it was less than an inch, nineteen
stations reporting only a, trace of pre-

greatest was

MONDAY,

H. BRODHEAD,
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I Capital Stock, $150,008.

Aeskstant

Surplus and

Attorney-at-La-

Cashier

undivided Profits, 163,60.

Practice

In the District and Su
Court3.
Prompt and careful
attention iven to all buslress.
Santa Fe.
New Mexico
RENEHAN & DAVIES,
A. B. Renehan
E. P. Davies

preme

Transacts a general banking business in all Its branches.
Loam
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In nil markets for
Its customers.. Buys and sells domestic and

Attorneys-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and Dis
trict Courts: Mining and Land Law a

foreign

exchange

anal

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms ac are given by any money transmitting
agency, public or rivate. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rat
of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year!s tltr.e. Liberal

in Catron blocL
specialty.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
CHARLES F. EASLEY
(Late Surveyor General.)
Office

advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The br.nk
ixecutes alt orders of its patrons In he banking line, and al.r.a t
xtend to thrm as libirrl treatment in all respects, as Is consistent

Attorney-at-La-

Land and Mining business a spec
ialty.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico

with safety anci the principles of round banking. Safety deposit boxas
for rent. The patronise of the public l respectfu ly solicited.

GEORGE B. BAREER.
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice In the District Court and
Supreme
Courtj of the Territory.
Prompt attention given to all business.
Lincoln County,
New Mexico
HOLT AND SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in

he District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court yi

the Territory.
Las Cruces

-

MARK

WILLIAM VAUGHN,

13,

One 'of the Best Hotels in the West

THOMPSON

Attorney-at-La-

District
Dona Ana,
ties.
Las Cruces,

Prop.

New Mexico

Eisrhth DiBtrfot.
Lincoln and Otero coun-

Attorney

Cuisine 2nd Table Service Unexcelled

HARVIE DUVAL.
Attorney-at-La-

Land, Mining and Corporation Law exclusively. Practice In all the District
Courts and Supreme Court. Special attention to perfecting titles and organizing and financing land and mining
properties. Office, Laughlin Block.
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
H. M. DOUGHERTY
'

Cmnln

.Jkma

New Mexico

if

f).n.nm-..- .

.

O

Santa Fe,

Mew Mexico.

-

.

Washington Avenue
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN
PLAN

Attorney-at-La-

Piactices in the Supreme and District Courts of tha Territory. Office:
,

Socorro,

HOTEL

New Mexico

CATRON AND GORTNER
ty tor tne tederal government to
Attorneys ana Counsellors at Law
provide for the payment of the debt,
Office: Catron Block
feanta Fe and Grant counties
each
should send three representatives or Santa Fe,
New Mexico
more to Washington next month to
L. O. FULLb-make every effort for adequate provi
Attorney- - Law
sion upon this matter in the enabling
District Attorney Ntith District.
act as it will be presented to the Sen- Office over First National Bank.
ate for passage.
RoBWftll.
New Mfcxlco

J.

E. LACOME

Proprietor

--

WILLIAM

Postal Telegraph Office

long

M'KEAN

The Arizona legislators did not apAttornej
point a commission to inspect the terMining uu Land Law.
ritorial institutions, but are this week T&os.
New-- Mexico
taking a look at them themselves. For
C. W. Q. WARD.
tunately, for the public treasury of the Territorial District
Attorney for San
neighboring commonwealth, Arizona Miguel and Mora
couniies.
hasnt as many (institutions as has Las Vegas
New Mexico
New Mexico, and the Arizona insti
M. C. MECHEM.
tutions are not situated so far apart. i '
Attorney-at-La-

Commodious Sample IJocm

Distance Telephone Station.

t-Law
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Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

' a Good One,
,

f

FIRST CLASS CAFE
IN CONNECTION

THE BUTTON WE

FAEK8

DO

THE REST,

'

,
However, as only four days will be deNew Mexico
voted to the visitation, the result can Tucumcari,
not be of much account. Governor. Jesse G. Northcutt
C. J. Roberts.
NORTHCUTT & ROBERTS.
Curry's recommendation in his mesAttorneys at Law.
sage that a commission of citizens' be
Offices: Raton, N. M., and Trinidad,
appointed for the purpose, of Investigating the territorial institutions and Colorado.
H. R. PUTNAM
report to the legislature would give I
much more time for thoroughness and
U. S. Court Commissioner and
would be much more
Conveyancer.
satisfactory in m
its results.
Loans and Real Estate.
j
.
Texico,
New Mertco.
The time is propitious for work for
Correspondents asking information
a greater and more beautiful Santa concerning the Territory of New MexFe. The business
organizations and ico, promptly answered.
the people should get together fm
plan the most effective means formak-- t
W, A. FLEMING JONES.
'
ing hanta F a city of 10,000 people
Bonds and Investments.
by the time the census taker counts TJ.JS. Commissioner
for the Third
noses next year, and also for
giving Judicial District of New Mexico.
Santa Fe clean, shady, wide,
,
New Mexico.
straight Las Cruces,
streets and advertising its manifold
Eastern and local bank references
attractions. Every cent spent in efforts in that direction will he returned
CONY T. BROWN
'
in dollars and that before
Mining Engineer.
very long.
Secretary and Treasurer New MexiA great victory for the Forest Re- co School of Mine.
serve policy of the Federal Govern- Socorro.
Nw JHetico
ment was won last week in Denver
when the Colorado Cattle-an08TEOPATHY
Horse
Growers' Association declared that the
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
forestry policy was all right even if Successfully treats
acute
and
the methods of administering it were chronic diseases without drugs or
all wrong. This does not sound
very medicines. No charge for consulta
complimentary to Chief Forester Pin- - tion. Office: No. 103 Palaca avenue.
cI)0 but as the association had been Hours:
m.,
p. m. 'Phon 156.
-

d
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G. Lupe Herrera, Prop.
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Dishes Speciality

Electric Light, Hot and
Cold Baths.

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

RATES 50c. Up.
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all on the New Mexican Printing Company.
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Specialty of
'
Mall orders given prompt attention.
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WE SELL 'EM
SEE THE

tal.
STOCK ML'ST UK SOLD
MISS A, MlKJLEI!.
Morrell Law, traffic manager of the
I
New Mexico Central railroad, went to
Southeast corner Plaza.
Denver this morning.
Ross McMillan, supervisor of the
in the bloom and
Jenies forest reserve, l
strength of
spendlES self,
tier young womanhood, would fall a
stnie time on the reserve.
i
Af
J. Porter Jones, rename c!erk of victim to a more fatal disease.
ter
here
she
coming
unitthe Council, returned hist evening
immediately
ed with the
St. John's Methodist
from Alliuuerque, his home.
Mrs. YV. R. Dye, who was taken ill Episcopal church and became identifwith an attack of the grippe last week, ied also with the Woman's Home Missionary Society of the same church.
is reported to be convalescent.
;1
.
During her short residence here she
Captain Kred FornofI was in
made
9
many friends who were shocked
Saturday on his way for a to hear
i i
of her sudden death. From
3
short stay in southern Xew Mexico.
her
childhood she loved the church.
Colonel Vcnceslao of El Rito, Rio
Ariba county, was an interested spec- and in her girlhood days took an ac
tator of legislative proceedings today. tive part in the Sunday school and
League.
Through her
Coimci'man P. Hanley is here again
to the latter organization
energetic and smiling, after spending
she was ofteu sent as a delegate to
JSJL-Sunday at his home in the Duke City.
district
and
was
conventions,
also
a
BLUE
Representative H. M. Sweezy, who
to tho great Internationa!
spent Sunday at home in Las Vegas, delegate
is on the legislative deck again to convention held a few years .ago at
Toronto, Canada.
day.'
She was a woman of refinement,
Mrs. L. C. Armijo kft this afternoon for Albuquerque where she will ;uid her modest, gentle manners and
m
w
7
visit her daughter, Mrs. Harry Ben- dainty ways, combined with the nat'
ural
sweetness
of
her
"
disposition.
jamin.
Miss Edna Robinson has returned were the elements which helped to
to St. Vincent's sanitarium, after a constitute a personality of unusual
visit of several weeks with her rela cnartn. fche was a most dutiful wife
CHOICEST STOCK IN THE CI TY
and mother, striving in every way tc
tives in Chicago.
HRICES REASONABLE
Judge II. L. Waldo has returned minister to the comfort and happiness
to Santa Fe from Las Vegas. He is of her loved ones. Her il'ness was
the legal representative of the Santa of brief duration and only a few knew
of her sickness until the announcere system in Xew Mexico.
William C. 'McDonald or Carrlzozo. ment of her death.
member of the cattle sanitary board,
The husband and kind, svmnathet- and an extensive stockraiser. is a Ic neighbors, together with her phy- MATTRESSES
BEDS
guest at the Palace hotel.
sician, did all within their power to
President Charles A. Spiess of the relieve her suffering and to hold at
legislative Council, returned to the bay the grim messenger of death but
capital last evening from a visit with all in vain and at 2:30 hist Friday
his family at Las Vegas.
morning her spirit returned to the
Dr. S. C. Clarke a
prominent Mason God who gave it.
and physician at San Pedro and Gold
To sorrowing friends this untimely
en, in southern Santa Fe county, 1., death seems a mystery indeed, but
Phone No 83.
in the city on a business visit.
Mail Order Solicited.
believing
W. B. Gates of Tolar, is another re "That wo will
shortly know that
cruit from Roosevelt county to work
lengthened breath
against tho plans to dismember the Is not the sweetest gift God gives
county and is making many friends
his friend."
for his cause.
We know His 'way is best."
When Chief Clerk W. F. Brogan of
the Council returned to the capital
Besides the husband and child there
last evening, he had with him his fam- remain of her near relatives
,the aged
ily. Mr. and Mrs. Erogan and child parents, three sisters and one broth
are guests at the Palace.
er, all of Bridgeport. Conn. To these
Mr .and Mrs. M. E. Fischer of Red and all
others her friends in Santa Fe
Oak, la., are guests of Mr. and Mrs. extend their
sympathy.
J. E. Wood at the corner of Don Gas-pa- r
and Manhattan avenues.
Mr.
Fischer is an unc.'e of Mrs. Wood. .
F. R. Bartlett of Topeka, Kan.,
y
agent of the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe railway system
A. M. DETTELBACH.
is in the city. He is accompanied by
Mrs. Bartlett who is viewing the
LEAO OTHER FOLLOWS
sights of Santa Fe.
Thomas Whalen, miner and ranch
er near Cerrillos, is in Santa Fe for We Originated, Others Copy
a few days oh mining business.
He
is an old timer in this country and
has extensive
interests in
mining
Southern Santa Fe county.
lion. Zacanas Valdez and family
Every
are domiciled at the home of Climaco
MONDAY
and THURSDAY
Trujillo on the South Side. Mr. Val10 cents
A(lniii'.n
dez has served as a member of for
HO
mer legislatures and is therefore a Reserved Scnts
Ev:ning Chow a$ 7:30 and 8:30.
figure in Santa Fe.
Saturday at 3:30.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell of Lis Vi sfor
as, attorney
the Santa Fe rai way
system, orator, author and
booster for New Mexico, is a visitor
in Santa Fe today to look ud histori
cal documents and lore in the His
H.
KAUNE
GQ.
torical Museum in this city.

Come

W IV DOW

In

WILL

ilEEAMIki

SANTA FE, N. M.

1

SALE

OF WINTER MILLINERY
Half the rt'irular nrit-f- l will hnv
Hisses Blanche and Ethel Strasser, Fancy Feathers, Wings, Dird;,
of Cerrlllos, spent Sunday in the capi- nats, Laps, Baby Bonnets i tc,

Capital Stock

UNITED

PAGE FIVE"

tun i

Bp-wor-

Prompt and careful attention to all
business entrusted to us.

faith-fullnes-

We pay 4 per ceDt on time Certificates
and Savirg Accounts.,
YOUR BUSINESS SOLICITED.

N.A.PERRY

N.B.

A. J. GREEN

H. S. REED

R. H.HANNA.

LAUGLING

&0.

RIGHT
m

FURNITURE

TRY OUR

?

Li

YOU

DIRECTORS
C. H. BOWLDS

s

1

In Packages cut in

I

Four Prices Readv
For Use.

EVERYTHING IN HARDWARE

fii

Ranch

Fresh

Fresh

Eggs

a-

SANTA FE MEAT

'

LIVE STOCK CO.

&

TO

ARE OFFERING

OPERA HOUSE

right-of-wa-

Exceptional Values In
FOR THE NEXT

COME

IN AND

I

"r"

ROCKING CHAIRS,' SIDE BOARDS
DRESSERS AND CHIFONIERS.

THAT'S ALL

30 DAYS

SEETHE PRICES

ALL THE NEW NEWEST STYLES IN

Change of Program

COME

I hET

THE Tl

ome people use soap others dont
ome buy it at the "Racket" others dont

ome people are wise others are
getting

Iron Beaa, Linoleum Lace Curtains

CHARLES WAGNER FURNITURE CO

rrts

HOUSE FURNISH AND UNDERTAKERS

the tip

well-know-

JJJ..HJW

"

-

awrmBmtKmmmmnmmmmm

-

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
Ths Colorado Rational Life

Assurance

fonyjaay

Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A M. BERGERE,

s

Santa Fe,

Manager for New Mexico

N. M.

FOR

MAKE FIFTY CENTS
DO THE WORK OF

d

Catron Block

MEN WARM PAJAMAS

Men's Pajamas, nice warm ones
too; made of flannelette, figures and Stripes, these have no
collar; trimmed with white silk
braid. Very warm and exceed-

ingly good values

AT THE PRICE PER SUIT $2.00.

S.

ft

TO' KER LAST
RESTING PLACE

110.

Remains of Prominent Church Mem- Der Taken Home for Interment.

1908 CROP

William

Williams, father of Dr
m James o. Williams, whose beloved
wire, Bessie Clinton Williams rienarfp,!
mis me Friday morning, arrived Sat
nraay evening from Bridgeport, Conn
xuc mutual 01 Mrs. Williams was
held this afternoon at 3 o'clock from
the home, 222 Garfield avenue. Rev.
E. C. Anderson, pastor of St. John's
Methodist Episcopal church, speakin
worda of comfort. Mrs. Williams was
a member of St. John's during her
short residence in the city. The re
mains will be taken to Bridgeport by
Dr. Williams' father, for Interment
Dr. Williams, who is a health-seeke- r
and far from friends' and relatives
has the sympathy of Santa Fe people
in this, his great bereavement.
Prominent in Church Affairs.
Bessie A. Clinton, the deceased
was the daughter of Mr. and Mrs
Richard Clinton. She was born at
Pa.,
Ashley, a suburb of Wilkes-BarrOctober 15, 1875. Here she grew to
womanhood and was educated in the
public schools. Later she moved with
her parents to Bridgeport. Conn
where she was united in marriage to
Dr. James B. Williams.
To this union one child was born,
little Gilbert, now sixteen months old.
One year ago the 21st of this month.
she came with her husband and child
to Santa Fe, hoping that the wonderful
climate
of New Mexico would re
store her husband to health.
She little thought that while his im
proveWnt would be so rapid, she her- -

i Dollar

ENGLISH WALNUTS

COAL AND WOOD
WHOLESALE

AND RETAIL

Screened Raton Lump
Alonero " . .
"
Cerrlllos"
Anthracite
Smithing

Coal all sizes
Coal

'

$4 50 per ton
"
5.25 .
.
.

'"J.
.

6.00

Sawed Wood and Kindling
All Kinds of Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD
Nwr

A. T.. A 3. F. Depot

Phone No.

85, Office

i

Garfldd ATenu,

O. K.

BARBER

PAYING

ALMONDS

v

aiu
247 San Francisco Straet

flPflt. nln.NKI Kfl.1.1iUHa

In

...

...

.

FOB

g 1.00

AND SAVE 50 CENTS
BY THE TRANSAC-

1908 CROP

TION

EV4P0RATED

:-

x

-:

:-

:.:

-:

PEACHES,
PEARS,

IP

YOU HAVE TO BE SHOWN WE
WILL TAKE PLEASURE IN EXPLAIN-

APPR1C0TS
PLUMS

ING THE SYSTEM.

New Figs
TABLE RAISINS

The Racket StorP

SEEDED RAISINS
,

and

CURRANTS

SANTA

C4W5fs.
CI IRON
....

v

.

LEMON AND ORANGE PEEL

F,

NEW MEXICO.

O.C. WATSON

C.A.BISHOPi

O. C WATSON & COMPANY

I SWEET CIDER

IF YOU WISH TO RENT,
BUY, OR SELL A MODERN COTTAGE,
CALL
-:
ON US
::
:.:

SHOP

FIVE CHAIR- SWITH-- T. W. Roberts, E H Baca
t. fv libera, Al G. Slaughter
ana w. m. Perry
All

Y

and

e,

JULIUS H. QERDES

CAN BUY 10 CAKES
FOR 50C THE SAME
SOAP YOU
BEEN

:-

H.

S. KAUNE

& GO.
Several Business Properties

We Also Have

.

INSURANCE AND SURETY
s
"

!?

For

m

m

JANUARY

MONDAY,

PAGE SIX
LEGAL BLANKS.

flew tyx!ca Central faildoad; Time Table

timetable

HOTEL ARRIVALS'

Kept In Stock and fc, sale by the
banta Fe New Mexican Conform
ing to the Laws of New Mexico.

allies

1909.

25,

i

FRATEMll

SOCIETIES

Entering and Leaving Santa Fe ComMASONIC.
Palace.
plied According to Scedule of
O.
H.
Nye,
Trains Now In Effect.
J. L. Downing, Melrose;
NO. 2
Altitude
1
S rA T I 0 N 8
MILKS
Lucia. C. William 11. HucK, uenver;
Montezuniu Lodge No
W. E. Smith, Alamosa; W. A. HampNEW MEXICO CENTRAc.
Mining Blank
1, A. F. & A. M. Reg5 20 p in
7,000
Ar.
0
25 p m
Santa Fe
I.v.
4 0 5 p in
Amended Location Notice,
6,050
sheet ton, Denver; M. J. Seaton, Kansas No. 1. Southbound, leaves Santa Fe
ular
22
8 26 p in
Kt'Diieily
communication
3 0ri p in
41
4 35 p in
Stanley
of
R. T. Hart and wife, Chicago;
sheet.
Agreement
Publisher,
2:25 p. m.
first Monday of each
2 22 p in
City.
6,250
52
5 14 pin
Mortarty
1 55 p in
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
6,175
Ernest Billings and wife, Lisbon, N. No. 2. Northbound, arrives in Santa
Mclntosli
61
6 40 D in
month at
jrfasonio
1 25 p
Lv.
Ar.
u
Notice
sheet
KSTAN'OJA
Location,
M
Mining
Hull at 7:30 p. m.
68
1 oo p m
D.; H. C. Applegate, St. Louis; J. P.
6 06 p m
Fe at 5; 20 p. m.
Ar,
Lv.
12 25 p III
'!
6,125
Placer Mining Location, 4 Bluet.
Wllllard
6 39 p m
J. A. MASSIE.
80
Connor; J. E. Wood and wire; ai. a.
U 55 a in
6,210
Proifi-ps7 09 p in
9'i
of
Red Oak, la.; F. R
Title
Bond
and
Mining
Fisher
wife,
"
11 35 a 111
Property,
6,Z'.i"
&
DENVER
RIO
Worthy Master
GRANDE.
7 28 p m
9S)
l(i;iucii
10 45!im
6.475
sheet.
I,V.
8 10 p in
Ai
Bartlett and wife, Toneka, Kan.; H.
Ufi
leaves' Santa Fe ALAN R. M'CORD, Secretary.
42GEastbound,
12 19 a in
10 50 a in
Ai
TorrancH
sheet.
8 48
I.. Waldo, Las Vegas; H. E. Twitch- a 111
Mining Deed,
pin 213
10 40 HI11
10 40 p
1(M5 & m
IjV.
Kansas City
7 00 It ill
Ar.
9 30 p til
sheet.
02
10
Lease,
III
8
59
Mining
t
ell. Las Vegas; H. R. Streicher,
S.int Fe Chapter No. 1
a
p
7 05 p m
7 65 tt 111
St, liOtliH
.. . . ni 1....
9 0(1 p 111
11 3(1 p 111
'
C.Icio T nn Vatr-i6
n in
Coal
U 45 a in
(llilcut?"
sheet.
Declatory
Statement,
R. A. M. Regular conm.
111
6 20 p
1 15 p 111
Fe 3:40 p.
Kl I'aso
5 50 p ill
8 00 a 111
Ar.
Coal Declaratory Statement with C. R. Troth, Denver; William C. Mc
vocation second Mon.lay
Power of an Attorney,
Donald, Carrizozo; L. E. Sanderson, ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE.
of each month at MaTickets to all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive
sheet.
H. M. Sweezy, Las Vegas;
Cerrillos;.
sonic
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
of
the
various
Branch.
and
literature
Booklets
Lamy
sgency for all ocean steamship lines.
Affidavit and Corroborating
3.
Porter Jones, Albuquerque; P.
S. SPITZ, H. P.
railroad and steamship lines, containing valuable information to travelers,
Depart From Santa Fe Station.
sheet
Affidavit,
Hanley, Albuquerque.
!No. 720
8:25 a. m ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.
free upon application.
Notice of RlgL to Water, 4 sheet.
Claire.
markets.
Western
and
4:20 p. m
722
all
No.
from
and
Eastern
to
servica
frtlghi
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of No-IcSanta Fe Command-arB. L. Santy, Durango; J, E. Hall, no. 724
7:20 p. m.
LYNC.
sheet.
No. 1, K. T. Regular
J. R. Darnell, man; will JYi. npton,
at
Arrive
Fe
Santa
Branch
Lamy
CITY FREiGHT AND PASSENGER AGENT.
Affidavit of Assessment,
sheet.
conclave fourth MonLos Angeles; W. B. Gates, Tolar; R. No 7Sfl
11:10 a. m.
Stock Blanks.
in each month at
D. Bowers, Roswell; E. F. Badershaw,
SO
m.
6:
day
o. 723
p.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Ven
Denver; Boyd Wyatt, Denver; A. .1. No ?25
10:55 p. m. Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
dor's Recorded Brand,
sheet
JOHN H. WALKER. E. C.
Corry. Santa Rosa; Dr. S. C. Clarke, Na 72Q connects wtn j0t, jo and 2.
Bill of Sale in Books of 25 Blanks, 40 San
H. F. STEPHENS. Recorder.
Pedro; H. Minn, Aztec; A. m.
at
3
west,
No
east
and
Llmited,
cents per book.
Patten, Denver; J. C. St. John, ColoBill of Sale Animals not Bearing rado
KanSprings; H. H. McConkel,
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
No
connects with No. 1, west, at
eVndor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
sas Cily; C. E. Vinson, Chicago; John
14th
L
Ancient and Accepted
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
J. Donovan, Denver; F. A. Baxter, No 7 carrie8 m pa80 gleeperi
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
sheet.
Denver.
on the third Monday of each month
No. 724 connects with Nos, 7 and
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Normandie.
Nos. 4 and 8, east at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
and
westbound,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Han
Ohio;
Greenfield,
O. L. Rupple,
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
bound.
dle Animals Bearing Owner's Record- BlanK'he Strasser,
Ethel Strassei;
Main Line Via Lamv.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
ed Brand,
sheet.
Cerrillos; D. Alarid and family, SaMda, No 7 wm gtop at & BtatlonSi Lamy dlally invited to attend.
Authority to Gather, Drive and
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32.
Colo.; F. U. weeman, n. omun, Ar
to Albuquerque to discharge passen
Animals Not Bearing Owner's Rec kansas: Tom Willi, Cerrillos; Boyd
Venerable Master.
from Santa Fe.
gers
orded Brand,
sheet
No 2
B. M. Brook, Denver; Samuel
Miles From
Miles From
a. m.,
j
No. 1.
HENRT F. STEPHENS, 14,
10:10
at
Wyatt.
Lamy
STATIONS.
'DAILY
Den Moines
Raton
Certificate of Brand,
sheet.
DAILY
Sacasir and wire, uas vegas; o. r. and will not wait for No. 2 from the
Secretary
Justice of the Pea;e Blanks.
U. P. O. E.
Franklin, Albuquerque; Miss Elaine
west at Lamy, waiting only for No.
6 30 p,
sheet
49
I.
Appeal Bonds,
Huffman,
10 00 a. m.
q
Arr,
Lv. les Moines,
NiM.
Robinson, Greenville;
10 from the south, and No. 3 from
"
" Rumaldo,
6 15 p.
45
10 12 s. in,
Lv,
4
2
sheet.
Bonds,
Criminal,
El Paso.
Appeal
B.
J.
Hamilton,
Monte
4 55 p.
Vista;
" Iiedman
38
11
the east.
10 35 a, in.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. G. E
4 35 p.
"
sheet.
32
10 50 a. m.
16
Appearance Bond,
Coronado.
its regular session on the sec-n-d
holds
4 26 p.
" Oapulln
29
11 05 a. m,
20
Vigil
Appearance Bona on Continuance,
L. E. Drew, Kingman, Ariz.; J. Hen3 55 p. ill.
24
11 20 a. m
25
some bargains otrered
are
Thompson
fourth Wednesdays of each
and
Herewith
.
"
30
3
sheet.
18
81
11 45 a. in.
p. in. (J. P.)
Uunnitiffliam
ry, Pagosa; Gusto Filgnet, Hankinson, by the New Mexican Printing Com- month. Visiting brothers are Invited
2 55 p. 111.
7
12 20 p. m.
42
Clifton House Junction "
Bond
of
RusA.
G.
Court)
(District
Appearance,
2 30 p. m
N. D.; N. Torres, Ortiz;
12 46 p. m.
Arr.
Arr.
0
49
RATON N M
pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the and welcoma.
2 sheet.
12 25 p. in.
Lv.
I 80 p. m.
Lv.
Stanley; Fanchon Stratford,
sell,
"
T. P. GABLE,
12
05
m.
7
42
8 60 p. m.
Lv.
p.
Olifton House Junction
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
o
Justice
sheet
Quarterly Report,
J. W. Henry, Chromo;
13
4 15 p. Ill,
till 40 a. m.
49
Preston
Missouri
Exalted Ruler
$1;
bound,
75c;
hound,
paper
"
11 06 a' m.
23
Bond to Keep the Peace,
58
4 45 p 111.
sheet
Koehler
Padia, Ramon Alderete, Guad"
11 15 a. in.
Missouri Code
20
J. D. SENA.
4 56 p. in.
56
$5;
forms,
Koehler Jnct.
Pleading
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Brito', F. Marques, Lamy.
33
tio 15 a. in.
68
56 50 p. m.
Oolfax
alupe
two
for
$10;
the
Adapt$6;
Secretary
"
Pleadings,
9 43 a. m
41
6 15 p, m.
77
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
Oerrososo
of
9 25 a. 111.
New
Laws
Mexico
Lv.
Code,
to
6 36 p. 111.
ed
Arr
47
sheet.
CIMARRON N. M.
7 50 a. in. plaint,
7 08 p. m.
Arr.
Lv.
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
Stomach Trouble Cured.
7 40 a. in
60
86
Lv
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum'
. 10 p. m.
N. M,
Nash
III 1 I
7
IVlrVlv
25 a. ni.
flnrt ananish namnhlets. J. 25:
63
89
7. 23 p. m.
.Rn1,sh
Harlan
If
have any trouble with your
sheet.
mons,
7
you
00
a.
69
in
7. 45 p. m.
94
Ute Park
Flexible
Sheriff's
full leather, $3;
stomach you should take Chamberlain's
Replevin Bond, 2 sheet.
Cover Pocke
Docket, single, $1.25; Stomach and Liver Tablets. Mr; J.
Postmaster Appointed.
Execution Forcible Entry and De
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving In Dawson, N
New P. Klote of
ap- - two or more books, ?l each;
been
has
L.
Clarence
Phillips
4
shoet.
tainer,
Edina, Mo., says: "I have
M., 6:15 p. m.
pointed postmaster at Jemez Springs, Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. used a great many different medicines
Writ
sheet.
Replevin
3 and 10 inclusive $3.50 each; Compil
t Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson, N. M., Replevin Affidavit,
Sandoval county, New Mexico.
for stomach trouble, but find Chamsheet
1:55 a. m.
ation Corporation Laws, 75c; Compila- - berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets
Postoffice Established.
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
4
M.
full
A postoffice has been established at gest of New Mexico
Reports,
Stage for van Houten, N. M meets trains at Preston, N.
sheet.
more beneficial than any other remedy
DiC. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines as follows:
from
to
served
be
50c;
tlon
Money's
Laws,
Mora
Mining
county,
Lucas,
sneet
I ever used." For sale by all
Warrant,
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
Roy, nine miles to the southwest. sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
Commitment, 4 sheet.
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
Anna Lucas has been appointed postAttachment Affidavit, 4 sheet
No. 2. 7:05 p. m.
No. 7. 8:12 o. m.
If you want anything on earth try
master.
Attachment
sheet.
Bond,
Subscribe for tne New Mexican.
TracK connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston, with C.
Discontinued.
New Mexican want "ad."
a
Mail
Service
Special
Attachment Writ,
sheet.
C S. at Des Moines, E., P AS W at Colfax, N. M., and Cimarron A
disconbe
service
will
mail
Special
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
tinued on February 6, from Dodson to
sheet.
In
Mexico:
New
Ocate,
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points
jDorris, Quay county; from Quay to
Execution,
shoet
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Hartford, Quay county; from Deming
Summons, 4 sheet
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points In New Mexico: Arroyo
to Houdale, Luna county, and from
sheet
Subpoena,
Lobo,
Elizabethtown,
Cerro,
6eco, Arroyo Hondo, Baldy, Black Lakes,
J. P. Complaint,
Quay to Leoney, Quay county.
sheet
and
Red
Ranches
de
Taos
River
Twining.
Taos,
Questa,
R. W. Lewis, a member of the
City,
Capias Complaint,
sheet.
mounted
Search Warrant,
police force, came to the city
W. A. GORMAN.
K. J, DEDMfVN,
sheet
J. van HOUTEN;
from Socorro' and will reCertificate
of
75
yesterday
cents per
Marriage,
Superintendent V- Ores, and Gen Mgr Gen Pass- - Agent dozen.
main in the office of the mounted poFINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSFS. SINGLE
RATON, N. M.
RATON. N. M
lice at the capito! during the absence
RATON, N M.
Official Bond,
sheet
has
who
HACKS
gone
of Captain Fred Fornoff
Certificate of Election, 2 sheet.
BUGGIES.
saxzKSiaHdss
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of to Ihe Faywood Hot Springs in Grant
county.
Mortgage, full sheet.
Notaries Appointed.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Ooath,
The following notaries public have
H.
Oliver
sheet
just been appointed:
When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
Letters of Administration,
sheet. Smith, Roswell, Chaves county; SamDrivers Furnished. Rates Right.
Administrator's Bond and Oath
uel H. Bernard, Kingston, Sierra
'
sheet.
San
Jon,
county; Rhenie C. Mundell,
Letters Testamentary, 2 shet.
Quay county; T. F. Easley, Santa Fe;
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet Antonio E. Gonzales, Lemitar, SoSatisfaction of Mortagage,
sheet corro county; Frank A. Hawley, Las
Declaration
in
on
Assumpsit,
Note, Cruces, Dona Ana county.
11:10 A. M.
Postoffices Discontinued.
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet
The postoffices at Airolo, Union
shoet.
Lease,
P. M.
Be in El
Lease of Personal Property,
county, and Ht Sulphur, Sandoval
sheet.
county, have been discontinued. Mail
Chattel Mortgage,
addressed to the former will be sent
shet
Warrant to Appraisers, foil sheet
to Pasanionte, and to the latter to
Power of Attorney, 2 shevt
Jemez Springs. The
postoffice at
4
Acknowledgment,
sheet.
Weight, Otero county, was discontinued on January 19, mail adMortgage Deed,
The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant journey via
sheet.
Mortgage Deed without Insurance dressed to it is being sent to Weed,
the S. P. C. and E. P. & S. W. Take advantage of
sheet.
The Lincoln Stamp.
Clause,
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
Postmaster Paul A. F. Walter has orWHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
this splendid service the first time you have occas-siosheet.
dered a supply of Lincoln Memorial
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REto go El Paso.
sheet.
Option,
stamps which are to be placed on sale
MEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
Notice of Protest, 4 sheet.
on February 12, the hundredth anniUSING RUBBER
ARE
BUSY PEOPLE
V. R- - STILES,
DEAL OF TIME.
2
of
of
Lincoln.
birth
the
Warranty Deed,
sheet.
versary
Notaries' Notice of Publication 2
This stamp is of the size and shape
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
General Passenger Agent.
of the regular issue of postage stamps;
sheet.
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS
El Paso Texas,
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
color, red. The subject is a prolle
heet.
within an elipse on end, of the head
of Lincoln from
statue.
Quit Claim Deed,
sheet
A
on
laurel
of
leaves
appears
spray
Application for Bounty for Killing
PRICE-LIS- T
either side of the elipse. Above the
Wild Animals, 4 sheet.
"U.
S.
words
the
appears
subject
Bargain and Sale Deed.
sheet.
One-lin15e
Inches ong
Stamp, not over 2
Postage." Below, the elipse is broken
Township Plats, 4 sheet.
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
; by a ribbon
containing the dates of
Township Plats, full sheet.
One-lin- e
20c.
Lincoln's birth and of its 100th anni- Deed of Trust, full sheet.
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3 2 Inches long
12
1909"
"1809
with
Feb.
versary
General Blanks.
Eacn additional line on stamp, 15t
in words "Two
the denomination
Bond of Deed,
One-lin- e
sheet
25c
Stamp, over 3 2 and not over 5 Inches long
cents" beneath.
Bond of Indemnity, 2 sheet.
20c
on
same
line
Each
additional
stamp,
Incorporations.
Bond, General Form, 1 - 2sheet.
TO
One-lin- e
tSo.
filed this
over 5 Inches long, per Inch
were
papers
Incorporation
Stamp,
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
office of Territorial
In
the
forenoon
same
Each additional line,
price.
sheet.
Relinquishment,
Homestead Affidavit,
slieet Secretary Nathan Jaffa by the La Luz
(Curved lines on Stamp count, as two lines.)
Mining, Smelting and Development
Homestead Application,
The Mining Cam? of Colorado, Utah and Nevada: to
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, 25c extra.
company, with headquarters at 203
sheet.
Denver Colorado Springs and Pueblo
West Central avenue, Albuquerque.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Homestead Application,
dolInch inch in siz, ws charge for ons
a
million
is
The
Where
capitalization
sheet.
type used is over one-hais Via the
a
million
into
shares.
divided
lars,
one-haor
Inch
fraction.
line for each
Affidavit,
The directors and incorporators are:
sheet
DATES, ETC.
Elegio Osuma, R. D. Reeves, .Tacobo
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
SOo
Albufor
and
town
of
date
Yrissarl and Bernard Ruppe
Local Dater any
No. 1 Homestead.
WAV
sheet.
D
H.
T.
each
of
In
and
Dabney,
querque,
and
,50
Desert Land Entry.
year
sheet.
Ledger Dater month, day
whom holds 100,000 shares of stock,
2
35
Affidavit,
sheet
line Dater
Regular
Affidavit required on Claimant 4- - except Yrissarl who holds 200,000
l.SO
Definance Model Band Cstsr
shares.
2
and
Wood
Cut
Rubber
Through the ferti'e San Luis valley, Also to the 069,Final sheet
comPower
The
Water
Stamp
Signature,
Alamogordo
Proof of Desert Land Entry,
1.50
pany has filed Incorporation
papers
Pearl Check Protector
siseet.
Colorado.
of
San Juan country
with Territorial Secretary Nathan
Claimants Testimony,
STAMP PADS.
Jaffa. The company is empowered to
sheet.
15 cants; 2
25 cents; 2
10 cents; 2x3
1
information as to rates, train service, descripM,
manufacture electricity, develop a waDeclaration of Application,
"1-50 cents; 4
75 cents.
35 cents; 3
ice
ter
and
conduct
sell
a
gensupply,
sheet.
tive literature, etc. call ( n or address.
FOR TYPE SPECIMENS
ADDKESS
eral merchandise business. The con2
Affidavit of Witness,
sheet
,:v
Affidavit and Order for Publication cern begins with a capital stock of
of Notice of Contest Against a Non-Fin- $2,000; the authorized capital slock Is
T. A.
S. K. HOOPER, G. P.
$500,000; the term for which it is insheet.
Proof,
F. H. cTWcBRIDE, Agent.
2
corporated, fifty years and the direcresident Entryman,
sheet
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
tors are Merrill H. Fisher and Frank
sheet
Santa Fe, N. M.
Denver, Colo.
Rousseau of Alamogordo and Frank
Miscellaneous.
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest, Keifer of Rochester, New York.
RKAD
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ELEN, NEW MEXICO.

The Live Commercial Citf of the Estancia Valley

1

LOCATED ON BELEN CUT-OFSANTA FE RYf'

FUTURE RAILROAD METROPOLIS OF
NEW MEXICO.

F

O

;
r

0
THE CITY OF WILLARD destined to be the COUNTY SEAT of
laid out in thp fall of IPO."
Torrance County New Mexico
it is imw
a thriving city of nearly 1000 innabitants. It lies on the main line of trw
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway system, running east and west froaj
Chicago to a!! California points and th9 Santa Fe Central ftauwtty luumuy
from Santa Fe, N. M., in close connection widu tue Denver and Rio Grande
and the Rock Island System. The Santa Fe System have expended on its
depot yards a million dollars, in freight and passenger depot, eating house,
water system, round house and coaling chutes.
Sixty houses have been erected. Several of the largest mercantile
houses in the Territory are built and doing a big business. It has four
large hotels, churches, schools. A live Board of Trade, energetic business
men, two lumber yards, etc. The new city is in the center of the best
agricultural and grazing section of New Mexico. The best shipoing and
distributing point for all merchandise, cattle, sheep and wool. The large
wholesale houses are in operation.

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Mam Line of the Santa JFe
System leading East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and points East to San
Francisco. Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico.
;
One thousand business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet laid out with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and puolic park and grand old shade trees,
public school house, costing 16,000; churches, large mercantile establishments, the Belen Patent
Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily, large winery, Hotel Belen new up-tdate modern improvement and 3 othr Hotels, Commercial Club, a population of 2.000 people, several restaurants, etc.
Belen is the largest shipping point for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and bay in Central
New Mexico. Its importance as a groat co nmercial railroad city in the near future cannot be
70-foo-

ft!

a

1

estimated.
XSSI

THE WILLI ARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT

BH iilW

fUl-.W-

BELEN TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT
COMPANY

THE

COMPANY

ARE OWNERS OF THE

'

ARE OWNERS OF THE

BELEN TOWNSITE

WILLARD TOWNSITE
iu..,?,tijig-Mn,j,ii,"i-

Will

ihftiglftrtiiiifciTIT

it!

i'lW

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL'AND FREIGHT TRAINSf
OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO OVER. THE MAIM LINE .THROUGH

Offers for sale upon reasonable terms fine business and residence lots on
the townsite situated upon broad avenues and streets, 80 and 60 feet wide.
Title perfect, warranty deed given. Terms of Sale: One half of purchase
money cash, balance note secured by mortgage on lots sold with interest
at 8 per cent per annum payable

TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH

:

semi-annuall-

JOHN BECKER, President. W. A. DUNLAVY,

The lots offered are in the center of the city, wellgraded and2.000 shade trees (on avenues and
streets, no sand or gravel.
Oar prices of lots are low and terms on EASY PAYMENTS; title perfect warranty deeds
One third purchase money, cash Two-thirmay remain on note, with mortgage as security, for
one year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.

Vice- -

ds

WM. M BERGER, Secretary.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
:

:

:

E. P. DAVIES, Agent

APPLY TO : : :

New Mexico.

THE NAVAJOES
AT HOME
(By John Cowan.)
When It became known that six
troops of United States cavalry, with
several machine guns and 140 pounds
of ammunition for each man, had been
sent' under sealed orders into the
wilds of the Navajo reservation in
Northern Arizona, sensational rumors
of an impending Indian outbreak gained wide circulation, and the settlers
of Arizona and New Mexico began to
feel their scalps to make sure that
they were still firmly moored to their
skulls. However, it is now known that
the official announcement that the
march of the troops was mainly for
n
practice purposes, to give the
a taste of actual field conditions, was substantially correct. In
addition to this, it was probably felt
that it would be well to give the Navajoes a glimpse of Uncle Sam's fighting men, as many of those living on
the northern half of the reservation
had never seen half a dozen soldiers
in a bunch before In their lives.
But the most important object in
vl3W in thus sending
the
troops
regthrough one of the least-know-n
ions of America was to explore the
Black mountain district of the reservation, map it, and ascertain Its resources. It is known to contain a vast
coal area, and is believed by some to
comprise some of the richest coal dealposits in the entire country. It is
so known to include one of the most
valuable forest areas on the continent. Other little-knowportions of
caval-"ryme-

n

the reservation are rumored to contain rich deposits of gold and copper.
When the official report of the present
expedition Is made public, It is possible that all these suppositions will be
thoroughly eradicated, and that for
the first time the public will be made
acquainted with the true value of the
Indian
reservation.
great Navajo
There Is good reason for the belief
that It will not be long until the Navajoes are compelled to accept Individual allotments of land, and that the
rest of the reservation will then be
thrown open to homestead entry.
According to the most reliable estimates, the number of Navajoes now
exceeds 22,000. These pay no attention to reservation lines, occupying
not only their own reservation, but

Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stomach. Toroid Liver and

lilSTSST

1

most of that of the Hopi Indians, and
large areas of the public lands in
Arizona, New Mexico and Utah. They
are scattered over an area of at least
75,000 square miles, on which they
pasture about 1,500,000 sheep, and an
uncomputed niimber of goats. They
do a little farming,
raising small
patches of corn and beans, but are
too nomadic in their habits to make a
success of agriculture, rarely occupying the same patch of land more than
one or two seasons.
The present year is a hard one for
"Poor Lo" on the Navajo reservation.
His goats, his sheep, and his wife are
depended upon to keep him alive. The
goats supply as much meat as ever,
but his other resources are failing
him. Wool is selling on the reservation asi low as 6 cents a pound a lower price than has prevailed for many
years. The squaws still weave blankets with more than usual industry,
to try to compensate for the decreased
revenue derived from the sale of
wool; but the traders are paying less
than half as much for blankets as
they paid one year ago. So it is seen

that the financial disturbances and industrial depression are felt as severely in the' wilds of Arizona as on Wall
Btreet, and, that the Navajo braves
feel the pinch of hard times as well
as the captains of industry and the
generals of finance.
It has been stated in official publications of the Bureau of Indian Affairs that the Navajo reservation is
now supporting as great a population
as it is capable of maintaining.
This
statement Is made on the supposition
that It is all a barren and Irreclaimable desert unfit for anything but
pasturing small, flocks of sheep and
goats. As a matter of fact, an aggregate of hundreds of thousands of acres
is easily susceptible of Irrigation,
with an abundance of water available
for that purpose, and will some day
be made as productive as the richest
areas of the Salt River and Rio
Grande valleys. Still other areas are
d
as succapable of being
cessfully as any portion of the great
belt of Eastern Colorado.
On the vast semi-deseare yet remaining, ten times the number of sheep
and goats now on the reservation
might be oastured without Csi ger of
overgrazing, and th s developiofiit of
the natural resources of the reserva
dry-farme-

dry-farmi-

rt

omio

tion, In timber, coal and other minerals, would give a livelihood to many
times the present population.
An instructive illustration of the
agricultural possibilities of ihe region
may been seen at Ganado, eighty
miles from Gallup. At this point is
located a green oasis of 160 acres
the only farm within a radius of more
than 100 miles. It is the homestend

TOWN

rt

o

be the first church of any denomination on the reservation. This is being
constructed under the personal supervision, and largely by the personal labor, of Rev. Mr. Bierkamper, a missionary of the Presbyterian church.
Rev. Mr. Bierkamper

this field for six

,

o

receive nothing but the laconic thanks
of his patients.

LETTER LIST,
List of letters remaining uncalled
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
M., for the week ending Jan. 23, 1909.
It not called for within two weeks
they will be sent to the dead letter
office at Washington:
Bancom, Dr. J. E.-

.Belbeal, Glen.
Bidleman, Mrs. M. F.
Barela, Miss Minnie (2).
Baca, Rellmundo.
Baldes, Antonio Rodrlgues, y.
Cordova, Miss Catarina,
Carrizozo Trading Co.
Chabbe, D.

Carnal, John.

and

;

CO.

WM. M. BERGER? Secretary.

and coyotes have no difficulty in finding access to their ghastly prey. Having found that the white men are not
afraid of the dead, the Navajoes will
travel for many miles to get one to
bury a near relative or friend. However, this is a thankless task; and
one who has lived long enough in the
neighborhood of the reservation feels
quite justified in refusing.
The curse of the Navajo reservation are the shamans, or medicine men,
who prey upon the superstitions of
the people and Incite them to various
kinds of deviltry. They conduct a
variety of weird and sometimes shocking religious
ceremonies, most of
which are designed for the cure of
the sick. Of the rites that the medicine men conduct in the closed hogans, little is known, but the concluding dances are performed in the open,
and may be witnessed by any one who
happens to be in the neighborhood. In
the case of men of wealth (and there
are some Navajoes who would be conin any ordinary
sidered well-to-dceremonies for
white community),
their cure when sick are continued
for a period of nine days. If the victim is really in a serious condition,
he is pretty sure to succumb to the
rigors of the ordeal before the ceremonies are finished. If he is not really sick, but only Indisposed, a "cure"
is reasonably certain and then great
is the rejoicing over the exhibition
of the supernatural powers of the
medicine man. To white doctors,
particularly in surgical cases, the
Navajoes take more kindly than do
most other aboriginal tribes. Any
white physician settling near the reservation is sure of all the business
he can attend to, but for pay lie will

Cleanses the

is guaranteed
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JOHN BECKER, President

has labored in
ears, and cliinm
only four converts, one of whom ho is
inclined to suspect of insincerity. Yet
h i? bui'dtag a stone church capable
of Mr. J. Lorenzo Hubbell the onlx of
seating 200 people. Evidently the
patented homestead within the bound- good missionary
of a hopeful disaries of the reservation, and the only position.
culivated area of any importance in
However, the most remarkable exa region as great as the combined
areas of New York and Pennsylvania. ample of missionary enterprise among
is that supplied by Rev.
A more unfavorable location for a the Navajoes
of
Tohatchi. who is engagMr,
Brink,
farm in the semi-deseregion could ed In the monumental labor of connot well be found. There is no perena Navajo
dictionary and
nial stream of running water avail- structing
into
the NavaBible
the
able, and no natural site for the con- translating
vernacular. Several books of the
jo
struction of a reservoir. Yet a reser- Bible have
already been translated
voir was built, at disporportionatd exand instrucas well as a hymn-book- ,
pense, impounding the surface waters tion in the written and printed lanof the rainy season. By the careful
is now imparted to the childutilization of this, the Hubbell ranch guageof
ren
the tribe at the Rehoboth Mishas been transformed into a garden
sion of the Christian Reformed church
spot. Alfalfa hay from the Hubbell near
Gallup.
farm is sold to the United States InThe homes of the Navajoes are
dian school at Keams Canton at $30
widely scattered over the reservaper ton on the ground, or $38 per ton tion, instead of being assembled in
delivered.
In extraordinary seasons, towns or
They are only
villages.
It has been sold at $60 per ton at the rude structures
of stones, logs or
ranch, or $68 delivered. Inasmuch as sticks of wood, banked up with earth
Colorado farmers consider alfalfa at In
winter, and known as hogans. In
from $10 to $12 per ton the most profit- the summer
the
time
Navajo
able crop they can grow, even the builds a summer cottage In the
prices realized in this year of de- woods, or on the mossy banks of a
pressed values cannot be described as stream. This, however cannot be deruinous.
scribed as an elaborate bungalow. It
It Is worth recording that It has Is more often a mere corral, formed
taken Mr. Hubbell just thirty-twby piling up the leafy branches of
years to perfect his title to his land. trees. Sometimes canvas, sheet iron,
He filed upon his homestead in 1876, old pieces of tin and other junk pickand did not receive his patent until ed up from the dumps of the nearest
in August of the present year. When railroad towns are also employed In
he filed upon the land, there was no the construction of these summer hoNavajo , reservation. Then when the gans.
Navajo reservation was created, an atIt is strange that the Navajo, who is
tempt was made to oust him. He really superior to most other aborigstuck to his guns, and has fought ev- ines in natural intelligence and abilery official of the General Land office ity, is content to live in such squalid
ever since. In addition to owning the and makeshift dwellings.
Probably
only patented homestead, on the res- he is prevented from indulging In
ervation, he also owns the largest more elaborate architectural devices
trading store. In some seasons he by the immemorial practice of abandhandles as high as $50,000 worth of oning a hogan as soon as a death
Navajo blankets, as well as enormous occurs In it. The Navajo is not a
quantities of wool, and a considerable coward when any living person is conamount of manufactured silver and cerned, but is abjectly afraid in the
other articles of Indian workmanship. presence of death. When left to their
At Ganado is being built what will own devices, very often they do not
bury the dead at all. They simply
close up the entrance of the hogan,
leaving the body in it. If the hogan
system Is made of wood, it is then burned; or
clears If of stone, a hole Is made in the rear
thoroughly
wall, to indicate the reason for its
sallow complexions of abandonment.
Sometimes the body of
the dead is taken to a place near the
blotches.
and
pimples
hogan and rudely covered with Btocks,
It
stones and earth. So superficially is
this "burial" performed that wolves

Laxative Fruit Syrnp
THE IRELAND PHARMACY,

BELEN

THE

of Company.

Willard,

c

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES IF YOU WISH TO SECURE CHOICEST LOTS

Dor, G. F.
Davis, C. (2).
Flte, Mrs. Geo.
Gilleylen, J. R. "
Green Miss Iva (2).
Garamdllo, Miss Maria C.
Gonzales, Anita B.
Gonzales, Jose M.

.

If H
FURNISHED

iIo

ROOMS with Board.

181 Palace avenue.

FOR SALE Good
upright plano
nquire at Wagner Furniture company-store-

FOR

RENT

The

cottage

on

modern
Grant Avenue,

seven-room-

.

ed

oc-

cupied by Doctor J. A. Rolls, which
will be vacated on New Year. Apply
at the New Mexican office.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
406 San Francisco
for housekeeping.

street.
Gonzales, Senorita Inez.
Gonzales, Mrs. Josefita.
Garcia, Francisco.
Griego, A. S. y.
Hamilton, Mrs. Mae.
Hooper, E. E.
Herrera Bros.
Jeffries, Dr. C. F.
Klock, Hon. G. S.
Ladd, Mrs. J. M.
Long, Judge H. V.
Lopez, Encarnacion.
'
Merle, H. W. (2).
Mente, Mrs. Henry.
MacFarland, Dan.
Morrow, Mrs. James.
Meredith, L. A.
Montoya, Mrs. Melinda;.
Martinez, Anastacio.
Matinez, Emilio.
Martinez, Senora Paulita Ch de.
Ortega, Aparicio.
Ortiz, Mrs. Estefana.
Pollard, A. G.
Padilla, Fred (2).
Pacheco, Inacita.
Rex. G.
Reade, Miss May Belle.
Rutherford, A. M.
Miss
Louise.
Rael,
Rocha, Jose.
'
Romero, Juan.
Franciscuita.
4 Romero,
Suoders, Miss Lizzie.
Smith, Waldo.
'
Sismeros, Isac.
Sisneros, Benjamin.
Scott, Miss Girlie (3).
Travis, M H.
Vestal, J.
Vutieros, Duvigen.
Worley, Geo.
Williams, Mrs.
Wheelock, Harry H.
In calling for these letters
please
state whether "advertised" or not
PAUL A. F. WALTER,

Postmaster.'
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(Continued

From Page 2.)
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Snowbound

Denver

&

Rio Grande

trains between Antonito and Durango,
Colo., were on Saturday reported to
be again snowbound on Cumbres pass
in Rio Arriba county.
as
brick
Placing Steel Trusses Th-

pin

0

rt

o

0

'

five-cen-

,

I

Bar-le-Du- c

Franco-America-

n

ter-tim-

y

fr
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SOAP.
Our stock of soap, both laundry and toilet is still large. We must sell
these goods at some' price and we will. Do you want your share of these
bargains, or will you wait until it is too late?

toilet soap for 25c.
boxes toilet soap 15c and 20c.
boxes toilet soap for 10c and 12

35c boxes
15c

Fairbank's scouring soap,
Twenty

5c.

Mule soap chips,

two for

15c.

Borax soap, six bars for

Cudahy's

Two big bars castile soap, old price 25c.
Twenty Mule soap now 5c Instead
20s each, now two for a quarter.
of
four bArs for a quarter.
25c.
Four bars Fel's Naphtha soap,
' 10c Pyramid washing powder now
6 bars Fairy soap, 25c.
5c.
23 Lars Lenox soap for $1.
' White House laundry soap, 5 bars
5c Pyramid washing powder now
two for 5c.
for 10c.
,

CEREALS.

Ralston Health coffee, 5c.
Two 20c packages Faranose, 25c.
20c
cans Royal Seal Rolled Oats,
cent ' packages Dr
Six twenty-fiv- e
each package sealed and will keep
Snoop's Health coffee, $1.
15c.
10c

indefinitely, now

the genWogan's Pure
Cero
Batterie
de
under
the
is
brand,
It
cane
up
put
syrup.
uine Southern
and we are selling it at greatly reduced prices.
20c; two for 35c.
90c.
for
cans
$1.25

cans now

I

HISTORY OF AMERICAN OCCUPATION

wrong-sideof-th-

C
J

p

Attorney General J.

From Page One.)

y

MARKET REPORT.

0f

......

The New Mexican Printing company has on hand a large supply of
pads and tablets suitable, for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyers
and merchants; good everywhere;
We will sell them at 5 cents In book
form.
.

I

ake your Laundry
T3

lie SMOKER Pool Room
AliKNTS

n

The history will be a

monu-

on

i
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HANGMAN'S NOOSE

Springfield, 111., Jan.
Charles Deneen rnuay ms"- - ysen
Q4 to life lmnrisonment the
tence of death which had been pronounced on Herman Blllik, of Chicago,
the
who was condemned to hang for
was
he
whom
Zrzal.
of
Marv
,.,iDf
other
alleged to have poisoned, with
members of the family.
25.-Go- vernor

FOR

HUBB'S LAUNDRY Co.
Albuquerque

EAT AT

Claire Cafe

e

long.

M,

afternoon, completed

life-tim-

ancient
paintings and drawings, and historic
manuscripts and documents. Colonel
Twitchell tells his story not only interestingly and with much literary fin
ish, but he has sought to present the
truth, glossing over no events nor bestowing praise where it does not be-

GENERAL

Hervey this
an Important
opinion, which the New Mexican will
and communication were referred to publish in full, but which holds in
the committee on agriculture.
brief, that stockholders in order to
Council adjourned to 10 o'clock to- protect themselves against liability
morrow forenoon.
for contribution, must file and pubHOUSE.
lish a
clause at the
same time as the incorporation paMonday Afternoon.,
Every member was present when pers the filed and published.
Speaker Miera called the House to
order this afternoon.
ROOT RESIGNS.
The committee on rules, through Its
Washington, Jan. 25. Secietary of
chairman, R. L. Baca, reported, and State Root today tendered his resignathe House was in committee of the tion to President Roosevelt to become
whole the greater part of the after- effective upon the qualifications of his
noon to consider the rules, which with successor, Robert Bacon, whose noma few slight changes are the same as
ination, along with that of J. C.
those of the 36th legislative assembly Cloughlin, to be resistant secretary of
held in 1905.
state in place of Bacon, went to the
Messages from the governor, similar Senate today.
to those received by the Council, and
mentioned under the Council proceedings, were read, and Baca, Roberts
and Galiegos were appointed a committee on executive mansion and capWOOL MARKET.
itol extension.
St. Louis, Jan. 25. Wool unchangMr. Chaves of Bernalillo, presided
ed
over the committee of the whole.
CATTLE AND SHEEP.
House Joint Resolution No, 1, by
Jan. 25. Cattle Receipts,
Chicago,
Valdez, protesting against a change 17,000. 10 to 15c
higher.
in the name of New Mexico upon its
7.00.
$4.1
Beeves,
admission to statehood.
Texans, $4.20$4.90.
The House was still in session at
Western, $3.85?f$5.50.
foif o'clock, as the New Mexican
Stockers and feeders, $il5$5.10.
went to press, the Valdez resolution
Cows and heifers, $1.85$5.35.
having provoked considerable debate.
Calves, $5.50$7.20.
Sheep Receipts, 14,000 10c highSOCIALISTS GATHER
er.
FOR DEMONSTRATION
Southern steers, "$4.25$6.00.
Southern cows, $2.50$4.25.
Berlin, Jan. 25. Large crowds of SoCows and heifers, $2.25$6.00.
of
whom
were
women,
cialists, many
Stockers and feeders, $3.25$5.50.
assembled in front of the diet building
$3.20(ff$4.80.
Bulls,
today where an interpellation regard
Calves, $3.50$7.75.
for
was
scheduled
reform
ing suffrage
Western steers, $4.00 $6.25.
a hearing, The purpose was to make
Western cows, $3.00$5.00.
a demonstration in favor of the reform
10c high10,000.
electoral system. However, the police er.Hogs Receipts,
a
dispersed the crowd and formed
Bulk of sales, $5.90 $6.33.
strong cordon around the building.
Heavy, 6.35 $6.45.
They prevented further gaherings.
Packers
and butchers, $6.00$6.90.
The Socialists then attempted to en$5.60 $6.20.
Light,
ter Under Der Linden through the
Pigs, $4.70$5.50.
Brandenburg gates, but found them
Sheep Receipts, 8,000. 10c to 15c
closed by policemen.
There were
higher.
of
sporadic gatherigs in other parts
Muttons, $6.50$6.75.
the city but up to three o'clock there
Lambs,$6 .50$7.70.
was no disturbance. Replying to the
Range wethers, $5.00$6.67.
matter of the Interpellation in the
Fed ewes, $3.00$5.25.
diet, Minister of the Interior Von
Molt.ke said the government declined
FOUND In the corridors of the
to discuss the matter because at presWill be
Capitol
building, a stick-pient it was engaged in making a
Mexican
to
New
owner
returned
by
thorough examination of the question,
which examination was not complete. upon payment of this notice.
(Continued

GOVERNOR'S THREAT
HAS ITS EFFECT
New Orleans, Jan 25. The threat
tribution to New Mexico History
of the governor of Louisiana to call
By Colonel Twitchell.
out the state troops if gambling and
"The History of New Mexico Since racing were not immediately termi
the 'American Occupation," is the title nated, had the desired effect. With
of a 'pretentious historical volume, the horses that have been running at
from the pen of Colonel R. E. Twitch- the Suburban track, stamping rest
ell
of
Las
now
on lessly in their stalls at McDonough- Vegas,
ville, the doors to the gambling hous
Pubthe press of
Art
the
lishers in Denver. Colo.
Colonel es at South Port have closed and a
Twitchell has been a close student of ban placed on the sale of lottery tick
ets. Jefferson parish, La., is having
New Mexico history all his
the
quietest season it has known in a
and has devoted considerable of his
leisure the past ten years to original long time.
researches.delving into musty archives
TAFT SAILS FOR PANAMA.
and tomes, for material, for this the
S. C, Jan. 25. Presi
Charleston,
first of a series of historical volumes dent-elect
Taft
and party, including a
to cover the history of New Mexico.
enThe New Mexican has had the privil- small staff of distinguished civil
to
selected
the
with
gineers
inspect
ege of a glance at the manuscript and president-elect- ,
the Panama Canal,
illusIhe extraordinarily fine half-tonsailed for Panama today. The party
trations, copies of old daguerrotypes, will reach New Orleans on the return
wood-cuts- ,

mental work, a notable contribution to
literature and the possessor of the
first as well as of the succeeding volumes may count himself fortunate for
the edition will be limited..
Colonel Twitchell has also prepared
a lecture based upon New Mexico history, which he will illustrate wjth
more than fifty colored lantern slides.
The Jack Rabbit Bill Representa- Colonel Twitchell ia one of the most
tive Chavez of Sierra county, is cer- eloquent speakers of the Southwest, a
tainly in earnest about the bill pro- finished orator, and his lecture will be
viding a bounty of ten cents per head one of the most popular and at the
for jack rabbits. He is a resident same time most instructive ever deof Hillsboro and in his part of the livered
Colonel
in New Mexico.
Territory as well as in Dona Ana Twitchell will address the New Mexand Luna counties, the rabbits do ico Historical Society sometime next
incalculable damage not only to orch- month ,it a joint evening session of
ards but also to the range and steps the two legislative Houses and also
must be taken to eradicate the evil intends to give free lectures in the
lest it become as great a pest as it
public schools in order to instil knowlhas been in Australia and where legedge of New Mexico history and tra
islation has sought for years to ex ditions and
patriotism in the young
terminate rabbits. Mr. Chavez is con- minds of the future Sunshine State,
fident that the bill will pass when its
Pilonel Twitchell has among his
in
provisions become better known. The
pictures one of the Old Palace
bounty is to be paid out of the wild iS4fi
Instead of the present poruco
bounty fund provided by each county in French style, with, light columns
and the bill makes no territorial apthe
and balustrade around the roof of
propriation. It is demanded by the veranda, the portico was supported
people of southern New Mexico and
massive Moorish or Mission Arches
since they are willing to pay the by
and there was' no balustrade around
piper they should have the dance.
tv, wiftf-nthe nortlco. This is oi great
A Legislator With Decided Ideas
to
the Archaeological bociety
interest
inordinately fond of children and which seeks to restore the uia aiace
fine horses. Thus might be sounded
to its original architecture. The presinto the character of James
the
ent appearance of the portico is
with
N. Upton, the legis'ative adjunct, fur
dn
harmony
congruous and not
nished by the live Wind Mill town
the remainder of the building.
of Deming, tfie county Beat of Luna
county. Upton la a
fence member of the Council. But
says he, "I'd 'rather be with the silent
minority than with the silent major
ity, for I've no noticeable hankering
to be a dead one in earnest, even if
I am compelled to spend sixty days in
the midst of strong Republican en
vironment." Extreme buoyancy and
optimism are constantly evident In
the general strain of this able gent
and he plainly In
leman's make-u-
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LEGISLATURE

1909.

25,

DECISION

IMPORTANT

Much Needed and Very Valuable Con-

key-not- e

65c cans, for 45c.

T
b

bug-a-bo-

r

CANE SYRUP.
Cane Syrup is very popular with those who like

23c

BUSY DAY FOR

n

walls of the National Guard armory
having been completed, the work of
placing the huge steel truces to sun-pothe roof began this morning.
National Guard Election At the
regular dri'l tonight of Co. F, First
Regiment Infantry, Xational Guard,
the election of a captain will take
place in accordance with the statutes.
Gold Stick Pin Found Miss Olsen,
private secretary of Governor Curry,
today turned over to the Xew Mexican a gold stick pin found in the cor
ridors of Ihe capitol, and which owner
All our goods must be sold in less than thirty days, We are can have by Identifying and paying
making most unusual prices to move them quickly. Our prices for the advertisement in another column.
are in many cases much less than these goods could be bought for
Jury Drawing Notice has been givin wholesale quantities. This is au unusual opportunity for mer en by Francis C. Wi'son, clerk of the
chants, hotels and laige buyers generally to buy good goods for First judicial district, that Judge John
R. McFie will draw from the jury box
ess than their value.
on Wednesday, February 3, the names
to constitute the panel of grand and
TOBACCO
petit jurors for the March term of
court.
25c
t
Recorte
Mixture
Oriental
15c
tins
Two
5c;
packages
Dies Saturday
Dickinson
.'Oc tins Monte Christo
25c . . Laura
Two five-cepackages Pick Leaf
)
5c Thiee 15c bags Bob White Mixture.25c evening at S o'clock Laura Dickinson
Granulated or Auto Plus Cut
45c tins Salmagundi for.
25c 'departed this life at the age of 10
25c vacuum cans of Old Rip, Yale.
Fran- 25c
15c years at the heme on lower San
tins English Bird's Eye
Cornell, Perique and other high
ill
several
cisco
had
been
She
street.
.15c! Three lf'c tins Wave Cut
25c
class blends for,
20c i Three 10c tins Preferred Stock... 25c weeks with scarlet fever and death re35c cans Lime Kiln Club
sulted from the effects t.f that dread
Her brother, Frankie, died
disease.
PIPES AND SMOKERS ARTICLES
December 20 from the same disease.
We are selling off our very large stock of these goods at very The funeral was held at 3 o'clock this
from the home; Interment
considerable reductions. If you wan; a pipe or think you are afternoon
in Fairview cemetery.
likely to need one in the next year it will pay you to get around Back from Flood District Boyd
now. $3.00 pipes for 2.2i; $5.00 pipes for 3.75 50 cents pipe for Wyatt of Denver and I. Hoffman of
35 cents. 33 cents pipes for '2" cents; "2 cents pipes for 20 cents Monte Vista, were in the city today
returning home after having taken
and all others in proportion,
a train load of San Luis pea fed hogs
to the California markets. Mr. Wyatt
GOODS IN GLASS
went to San Francisco and Mr. Hoffman to Los Angeles. Both encounti 35c Heinz Jelly for
$ .25
Two 50c jars of French Imported
ered the recent floods in that locality
Kitchen
55
two
for
Bouquet,
or
Peas, Brussells Sprouts,
returning home and saw devastation
30 and
$ .75 40c jars Ferndell Preserves
mixed vegetables for
damage right. They are glad
C
20c
1.00
Beechnut
to get back to the rainless belt.
.
for.
jars
15c bottle Pickles, Red Hot, PicaJelly
10 Three 50c Tea Garden Preserves. 1.00
lilli, Chow Chow, etc., for
45c Marasquino Cherries
.35
LEGISLATIVE THUMB
20 25c
25c bottles Pickles for
20
Marisquino Cherries
25c bottles of Midget Pickles for. .15 25c Jams, in glass, for
v
NAIL SKETCHES
20
15 35c
20
25c bottles Malt Vinegar for
Jelly
.25
.25 35c Senf Girkin
Beat Them All to It The other even-on- e
30c bottles C. & B, Malt Vinegar.
25 30c jars Preserves
22
new arrival in the city saw he
35c Banqutt Relish for
12
20 20c bottles Tabasco Catsup
was one of a large crowd at the depot,
Anchovies, in glass
12
25 ISayles Chili Sauce for
all bent upon the same purpose of se45c Tomato Relish
curing a room at one of the hotels.
CANNED GOODS
This man was accompanied by his
wife and while the other newcomers
$ .15 20c Plum Pudding for
$ .15 were being hustled into hacks and
20c cans, celery for
carriages he stepped into the depot
25 Two 30c cans of Piatt's Grated or
2 cans Sauer Kraut
and made use of the telephone. He
45
Sliced
Pineapple
.15
25c cans Asparagus
20 called up the Claire, and asked that a
Singapore Sliced Pineapple
15
room be reserved for him. This done,
25c cans Beets
Two 25c cans extra Standard
10
20c cans Bacon and Greens
35 he and his wife were brought up town
Peaches
that
30c Extra Standard Pears for
20 comforted with the assurance
Three 40c cans Ferndell Sliced or
they had stolen a march on the other
20c cans Peaches, Pears, ApriPitted Red
Whole Peaches,
arrivals.
cots, Plums, Grapes, or BlackCherries, or Sliced Apricots for 1.00
A Duel in the Air
15
berries for
Three 40c cans Heinz Apple
Things are com1.00 25c cans Veal or Cottage,
or- ing to a pretty pass in the capital
Butter
10
Condensed Soup, per can
15 city when duels are being talked of.
Hamburger Loaf for
10 25c cans Melrose Pate
15c cans Jams
15 Friday
afternoon J. E. Morrison,
15 j 15c cans Melrose Pate
20c cans Jams for
10 better known as "Uncle Josh" MorriPlum
25c cans Eros Caviar
75c can of
15 son of Portales, Judge W. M. Gill of
50 Two 10c cans Smoked Herring. . .15 LaLande, Judge C. II. Hannum of MelPudding for
rose and C. V, Harris of Portales, all
of whom are in the city to protest
GRANITE WARE.
against the division of Roosevelt comiOur stock of Granlteware is somewhat broken, but we can still supply
e
ty, made arrangements to visit the
many' articles at very low prices.
should pay a forfeit. It transpired that they all met at the Claire
Granite buckets at 45c and 55c.
Granite washbasins from 15c up.
hotel at the appointed hour, a'l ex- Milk pans at 10c, 15c and 20c.
White granite platters at 25c, 35c
and 55c.
Preserve kettles at 15c, 20c, etc.
ter waiting a reasonable length of
Tea kettles at 60c.
Japanned coal hods at 20c.
time proceeded to visit the territorial
institution. Soon after the belated,
member of the party arrived and find-- '
30
to
Granite collanders, dippers, pudding pans, etc., at all prices, from
ing that he had been left he sat down
40 per cent below normal.
and wrote the following blood-thirstchallenge, addressing it ito "Unclp.
X.i
SARDINES.
Josh" Morrison: "I challenge you to
We have almost all kinds of sardines still in stock. Some have been
fight according to the code, either pissold out, of others the quantity is limited. These prices will move the baltols or swords. Prefer pistols and at
a distance of four miles." It is to be
ance quickly.
hoped that the desperate affair will
be
'
prevented by the officials as Roose15c Sardines for $1.35 dozen.
ety, excellent quality and prices away
velt county would hate to lose an eff20c Sardines for $1.65 and $1.75 doz. down.
icient tax collector which they now
12 c
Sardines for 10c. Large vari
have in the person of "Uncle Josh."

25e

dicates that he has the interests of
New Mexico thoroughly at heart.
Fifty-seveyears ago, he became a
new born citizen of Tyler, Texas, but
for the past twenty-onyears has been
in the territory. Formerly a banker,
he is now a farmer and stockraiser,
taking special delight in breeding fine
horses.
"I have no particular bill
of my own to introduce," said Upton, "but I desire to assist in every
possible way to secure better and
more
laws in the interest
of the people. I strongly favor reform that will regulate the election
laws and prevent any possibility of
fraud and that will insure honest voting, The clause regarding independ
ent candidates should be altered so
that a single candidate can run independently thus doing away with the
requirement that an entire ticket must
be placed in the field. The present
method
discourages
independent
thought and action in territorial politics, while the proposed change would
encoriage and stimulate the inde-- j
pendent spirit which is after all the
saving grace and safety valve in a
The
republican form of government.
crushing out of that spirit means retand finally disintegrarogression
tion. I likewise
favor legislation
with regard to passenger and freight
rates of the railroads. The idea that
the railroads would resent any interferences by retaliating with a raise in
the rates is in my opinion a mere
If it were the case, that
the railroads could successfully raise
the rates or give poorer service, why
the roads themselves would secretly agitate such interference so as to
have the opportunity and excuse to increase their revenue.
There is no
need of legislating' unjustly against
the railroads, but the rights of the
territory and its people must not be
Mr. Upton also favors
overlooked."
the local option bi'l as introduced by
President Spiess, believing that the
true American principle is being fol
lowed by leaving the liquor question
to be settled by the vote of each lo
He also believes that be
cality.
cause of conditions existing on the
ranches, particularly in the eastern
parts of the territory, where new
farmers are constantly coming in who
have not sufficient money to properly fence all around their ranches, the
legislature should pass some suitable
law that will solve this perplexing ques
tion and afford protection to those
whose property is being damaged by
cattle that go off on a ranmpage.

JANUARY

MONDAY,

"

trip, February 13.
Taft and the members of his party
are aboard the Cruiser North Carolina, while on th the Montana collier
were a party of newspaper corresAboard each craft was a
pondents,
secret service agent.

AMERICAN &
EUROPEAN
PLAN

Old

'

A

IRA D. SHEPARO

i

Proprietor.

Harvey System Man.

FIRE ATTACKS

SHERIFF'S PROPERTY
Las Vegas, Jan. 25. Shortly after
midnight Friday night, outhouses on
the premises of Sheriff Cleofes
were consumed by fire, entailing
a loss of several hundred dollars.

QR4MMAR LESSONS
Given Either in
SPANISH OR GERMAN

Ro-me-

RAYMOND HAACKE

Both companies responded promptly
to the alarm, hose being attached to a
hydrant in proximity to the west side
of the Catholic church.
The fire is supposed to have orig
inated from a careless use of matches
by someone seeking shelter in the
barn.

Nusbaums' Washington Ave.
or care New Mexican.

'

.

FOR THE SICK'

DR. DIAZ

WILL LEAVE HOSPITAL.
Chicago, Jan. 25. Joseph Letter,
who was operated upon for appendi
citis, last Friday, will be able to leave
the hospital within a week, It is said.
He is somewhat improved today.
X

X

SAN,,JgR,UM

SANTA FE, N. M.

$16 and up per week.

xxxxxxxxxxx
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CANDELAHIO
Do you know old HaiidelHi'io.s
.

Indian relics and curious?
Any one can show you the way
In the Ancient town of Santa Fe
To Candularlo's.
In the shop beneath the old Ox Cart
All the products of Indian art
Has Oandelar.o
Bows and Baskets and Pottery
Beaten Hllver and ftllirroe ,
K very old kind of trumpery
Hns (Jandelario ,, , ; , ;;
For an Indian Blanket you want to no
To f 'andelarlo (')
He has zarapes and Ohlmayos
Old balletas and Navajoes
There are all the kinds Mint any one
'
knows
v

Should it be that you shonl.l want a
Stem

.,;

(tandelario has them
Sapphires, garnets, and torquols blue
Amethysts, rubles and opals too
As Kood as you want he can furnish
you
Can Candelnrlo

In the ancient town of Santa Fe
"
Is fJandelarlo.
Any one can show you the way
To Oandelarlo
Koranythlnn you want to know
For any kind of a Ourlo

to

Cundelai-lo,-

-

'I

At Oandelarlos

THE- - ORIGINAL OLD CURIO
301 303 San Francisco

Street, Santa Fe,

N, M.

